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WGSRF respectfully acknowledges that Ryerson University and the City of
Toronto are located in the ‘Dish with One Spoon’ Territory. The ‘Dish with One
Spoon’ refers to a treaty between the Anishinaabe, Mississaugas and
Haudenosaunee to share the territory and protect the land. Subsequent
Indigenous Nations and Peoples, Europeans, and all newcomers have been
invited into this treaty in the spirit of peace, friendship and respect.

C’est avec le plus grand respect que la WGSRF reconnaît l’emplacement de
l’Université Ryerson et de la ville de Toronto sur le territoire « plat avec une
cuillère ». Le traité « plat avec une cuillère » a été conclu entre les peuples
Anishinaabe, Mississauga et Haudenosaunee pour partager le territoire et
pour protéger les terres. Les nations et peuples autochtones et les populations
européennes qui ont suivis, ainsi que toute personne nouvellement arrivée, sont
invités à participer à ce traité dans l’esprit de l’amitié, du respect et de la paix.

Saturday May 27, 2017/Samedi le 27 mai 2017
Annual Coordinators’ Meeting/Réunion annuelle des coordonnatrices
Ryerson University/l’Université Ryerson
Room/Salle: Jorgenson 1402orgenson 1402
Agenda/Ordre du jour

8:30 – 9:00

Coffee/Refreshments

9:00 – 10:15

Welcome and Brief Introductions (Facilitator: Annalee Lepp)

10:15 – 10:30

Break/Pause

10:30 – 12:00

Hiring Practices, Mentoring Faculty and Staff, and
Supporting Students

This session will focus on WGS program/departmental practices
as they pertain to hiring processes and application expectations,
mentoring faculty and contract instructors, and supporting
students (e.g., mental health, sexualized violence, etc.). It will
give attendees an opportunity to share dos and don’ts as well as
strategies in these key areas.
12:00 – 1:00

Lunch

1:00 – 2:15

‘Indigenizing’/Decolonizing the University and WGS (Ann
Braithwaite)
Most Canadian universities are in the process of developing and
implementing Indigenous strategic and education plans. These
plans exist both independent of or in relation to other university
strategic priorities, such as internationalization, ‘diversity,’ and
inclusion. This session will focus on the role of WGS
programs/departments and how they might position themselves
in these processes.

2:15 – 2:30

Break/Pause

2:30 – 3:45

Changing Realities on University Campuses and the Role of
WGS
This session will focus on what appear to be more heated
debates on Canadian university campuses about questions of
‘academic freedom,’ ‘freedom of speech,’ and ‘free exchange of
ideas’ and what implications these discussions have for
forwarding an intersectional, anti-oppressive, and social justice
politics. What are the changing realities on university campuses
and how do WGS departments/programs respond to them? Who
is the audience? What are the strategies?

3:45 – 4:45

Administratively-Driven Pedagogical and Curricular
Changes (Marie Lovrod)
This session gives attendees an opportunity to discuss
pedagogical and curricular matters related to their specific
programs or university administrative priorities, including
enrollment pressures, student demand and retention,
service/experiential learning, distance learning, etc.

4:45 – 5:00

Wrap-up

6:00

Coordinators Dinner – Bangkok Garden at 18 Elm Street,
Toronto (close to Ryerson)

Sunday May 28, 2017 / Dimanche le 28 mai 2017
Agenda/Ordre du jour

8:30 – 4:45

Informal Discussion/Morning Refreshment,
Lounge Room TRSM 1-003

9:00 – 10:15

Concurrent Sessions A (see next page)
Sessions Simultanées A

10:15- 10:30
10:30 - 11:45
Welcome and
Plenary/
Bienvenue et
session
plénière

Break/Pause
Combined WGSRF and Sexualities Studies Plenary
Neoliberal futures, cultural backlashes, and the politics of sex
classification
Paisley Currah, Brooklyn College, CUNY Graduate Center
Until the last decades of the twentieth century, state enforcement of the
M/F sex binary had little to do with what we now call transgender people.
Sex classification operated as a legal instrument that worked in concert
with cultural norms to subordinate women. As states slowly retreated from
sponsoring the subordination of women, it became possible for sex
reclassification policies to change to recognize the gender of trans people.
But in the current moment the M/F issue is transforming into a different
kind of political instrument. Social conservatives are weaponizing the sex
classification issue while big business celebrates gender diversity of all
kinds.

TRSM 1-149
(Sponsored by Ryerson Department of Criminology)
11:45 – 12:00

Break/Pause

12:15-1:30

Lunchtime Workshop/Déjeuner Atelier
Preparing for the Job Market in Women’s and Gender Studies
Melissa Autumn White
This workshop is designed for graduate students and postdoctoral fellows
who are considering faculty careers as well as advisors/graduate program
chairs who mentor graduate students in career prospects; it will also be of
interest to hiring committee members and those studying WGS field
formation in an age of so-called “austerity”.
Format:
1) Facilitator Biographies (5 mins)
2) Trends in WGS Hiring Research (15 mins)
3) Trends in Academic Hiring (10 mins)
4) Entering the U.S. Job Market (15 mins)
5) Take-Aways from Research and Experience (10 mins)
6) Open Discussion (20 mins)

TRSM 1-099
Concurrent Sessions B (see next page)
Sessions Simultanées B

1:30 - 2:45
2:45 – 3:00

Break/Pause

3::00 – 4:45

Concurrent Sessions C (see next page)
Sessions Simultanées C

5:00 – 6:30

WGSRF Awards Ceremony and Reception/Cérémonie de
remise de prix WGSRF et Réception
Outstanding Scholarship, Graduate Essay, and Undergraduate Essay Prizes

TRSM 1-148/1-150 Combined Commons (Cash Bar Only)

Sunday May 28, 2017 / Dimanche le 28 mai 2017
Concurrent Sessions A / Sessions Simultanées A
9:00 – 10:15

WGSRF Strategic Planning, Visioning,
Discussion Session: Ann Braithwaite
This session provides an opportunity to
discuss WGSRF’s planning and
visioning exercise – to bring
suggestions for the “plan” to the AGM
at the conference. Points to cover
include: definition; representation;
growth. Who and what does the
association represent? Who and what do
we want to be? How can we sustain the
association in the long term? Other
possibilities to discuss might include
developing interest groups and caucuses
for future conference planning.

TRSM 1-099

Lesbian Representation, Chosen
Family, Gender Queer Non-Violence,
and QueeringCommunity Sport
Lesbian Representational Evolution in
Mainstream Media
Maya Schwartz Läufer
Heterodox Love and the Girl Maverick:
Simone de Beauvoir, Sylvie le Bon and
their Confounding Family Romance
Frances J Latchford
Queer Gender, Radical Nonviolence:
Embodying Gandhi’s Anticolonial
Action in the 1930s US Pacifist
Movement
Simon D. Elin Fisher
Queering Community Spaces: Language
and Policy in Play
Claire Carter
TRSM 2-003

Feminist, Posthumanist and
Decolonial Perspectives on Law

Feminist Education: Experience,
Relevance, Consent

Session Chair: Jane Ku

Session Chair: Tatjana Takseva

Against the Law
Chloë Taylor

Feminist Interspecies Ethics and the
Cultivation of Legal Postanthropocentrism
Maneesha Deckha

Animal Agriculture and Settler Law
Kelly Struthers Montford

TRSM 2-164

Snapshots of Feminism: Capturing
Student Experiences of Canadian
Women’s Studies Programs in Higher
Education
Trina De Souza

Feminist Trojans: Strategies of
engagement with those who don’t know
how much they need what we have to
teach
Sal Renshaw & Renee Valiquette
Conceptualizing Sexual Consent and
How to Address Sexual Violence in a
Traumatic Socio-Political Landscape:
Consent Education in a Trump Era
Jessica Wright

TRSM 1-149

Sunday May 28, 2017 / Dimanche le 28 mai 2017
Concurrent Sessions B / Sessions Simultanées B
1:30 – 2:45

Everyday Women’s and Gender
Studies: Re-imagining the
Introductory Course

All That Remains: Private Affects and
Public Intimacies in Queer(er)
Hauntings

Ann Braithwaite & Catherine Orr

Attending to Ghosts: Exploring
Temporality in Trans Youths’ Stories of
Re-Naming
Julia Sinclair-Palm

As the authors of a new text for the
introductory class (Everyday Women’s
and Gender Studies: Introductory
Concepts, Routledge 2017), we propose
to engage the audience in questions
about the kinds of “imaginings” that
(must) preface our teaching of the
introductory WGS course: Who is in the
classroom? What difference should
taking account who the students are
make to how we teach this course?
What can WGS offer this particular
group of students (rather than some
generic or assumed group)? What
histories, events, and names do we feel
obligated to pass on? And what if
student differences and disciplinary
obligations don’t align?

Trans Necropolitics: Terrorism,
Vigil/ance, and the Affective Geopolitics
of Transsexual Memorialization
Nael Bhanji
Embodying History’s Queer Specters:
Art and Affect in Critical Public History
Exhibitions
Tamara de Szegheo-Lang
Haunted Objects: Queer Encounters At
the Museum of Broken Relationships
Naomi de Szegheo-Lang

TRSM 1-099

TRSM 2-003

Trauma, Resistance and the Law:
Rebellion Across time and Space

Trouble-making in Feminist Social
Justice Scholarship: Transnational,
diasporic, and decolonial reflections

Resistance, Consciousness and Social
Transformation: Kurdish Women
Political Prisoners in the Turkish
Military Prison in Diyarbakır, 1980-1983
Berivan Sarikaya

The Women’s Court in Bosnia: Feminist
Transitional Justice, Recognition and
Resistance
Sandra Biskupski-Mujanovic
Thematizing the Relationship Between
Individual and Collective Trauma in the
Narratives of Adolescents Born of
Wartime Rape in Bosnia
Tatjana Takševa

Decolonization and Accountability in
India and Canada
Harshita Yalamarty
South Asian ‘Indianess’ and Indigeneity:
Rethinking histories and complicities in
the Caribbean and Canadian context
Rajanie Preity Kumar
Complexities and Complicities:
Challenging ‘authenticity’ and creating
decolonial accountability as a mixed
race South Asian in Canada
Sabina Chatterjee

Financialization, Illegal Economies, and
Rebel Cities
Jamie Magnusson
TRSM 1-149
TRSM 2-164

Sunday May 28, 2017 / Dimanche le 28 mai 2017
Concurrent Sessions C / Sessions Simultanées C
3:00 – 4:45

Thinking Beyond Backlash:
Remediating 1980s Activisms

The Pleasures, Perils and Political
Economies of the Feminist Online
Classroom

Session Chair: Ann Braithwaite
So I’ll Jump! Remediating the Prisoner
Correspondence of Joseph Beam
Marty Fink
Remediating the Sex Wars through
Digital Archiving: The Case of the
Lesbian Sex Magazine On Our Backs
Elizabeth Groeneveld
Printing out the Internet: AIDS
Activism from Online Bulletin Boards
to Print Newsletters
Cait McKinney

The Pleasures and Dangers of the
Feminist Online Classroom
Bobby Noble
Being Critical: Teaching thinking and
thinking about teaching online
Kristine Klement

Not Feeling It
Gary Lee Pelletier
Intimate Pedagogy in the online feminist
classroom
Skye Maule-O’Brien

Up For Debate: Remediating “Women’s
Issues” for a Neoliberal Nation.
Samantha C. Thrift

The student is ‘present’: re-evaluating
‘spaces’ of learning in the online
feminist classroom.
Jenna Danchuk

TRSM 1-099
Men, Masculinities, and Social
Violence: Perception, Prevention,
Reconciliation

TRSM 2-003
Un-Mapping the Academic Industrial
Complex; A Roundtable on Social
Justice Scholarship

Session Chair: Scott Morgensen

Session Chair: Jane Ku

Indigenous Men and Masculinities:
Towards Reconciliation of Indigenous
Families and Communities
Robert Innes & Kim Anderson

Through this proposed roundtable
discussion we aim to create a space for
critical conversation and relationship
building amongst BIPOC academics
who are similarly positioned and
critically engaged with the AIC. We
hope to hold a space for deep
engagement with our strategies of
resistance and the ways in which we can
mindfully navigate a system that was not
created with our bodies in mind
Chantal Persad, Siva Thangeswary
Sivarajah, & Nadia Kanani

Incipient masculinities: An ethnographic
exploration of adolescent schoolboys’
perceptions of gender relations in
Northern Karnataka, India
Anthony Huynh
Engaging men in preventing genderbased violence: Challenges, tensions,
and compromises
Emily Colpitts

TRSM 2-164

TRSM 1-149

Monday May 29, 2017 / Lundi le 29 mai 2017
Agenda/Ordre du jour
8:30 – 4:45

Informal Discussion/Morning Refreshments, Lounge

TRSM 1-003 - CMA Lounge
9:00 – 10:15
10:15- 10:30
10:30 - 11:45

Concurrent Sessions D
Sessions Simultanées D
Break/Pause
WGSRF Plenary: Feminist Scholarship in Antagonistic Environments
Concordia University Anthropology Professor, Homa Hoodfar, engages in a
dialogue with Amina Jamal, from Ryerson University on politics, feminism and the
importance of critical thinking. Hoodfar, who was charged with dabbling in
feminism and security matters in Iran, will discuss insights gained from her 112-day
ordeal in the infamous Evin prison in 2016, as well her perspective on transnational
feminist movements and her lifetime of critical feminist scholarship in women,
Islam, gender and sexuality.

TRSM 1-149
11:45 – 12:00

Break/Pause
Lunchtime Workshop/Déjeuner Atelier

12:00– 1:15

Pedagogies of Crisis: Teaching Social Justice in the Time of Trump
Session Chair: Heather Latimer
Troubling Prime Directives from the “Safe Space” Meme: Towards an Ethics of
Discomfort and a Queer Pedagogy of Safer Space Practices
Janice Stewart
The Psychic Salve of Post-truth Idealism
Lori MacIntosh

TRSM 3-148
1:15 – 1:30

Break/Pause

1:30 – 2:45
2:45 – 3:00
3:00 – 4:30

Concurrent Sessions E
Sessions Simultanées E
Break/Pause
WGSRF Plenary: Beyond Respectability: Negressive Acts, Disrespectability
Politics and Ratchet Praxis
Brittney Cooper – Rutgers University, Women’s and Gender Studies
This talk takes a long historical view of the emergence of respectability politics
among communities of African American women. It posits that respectability
politics are actually an early form of gender theorization among newly freed Black
people in the mid to late 19th century. Working from this premise, the talk looks at a
variety of ways that Black women in the 20th and 21st centuries disrupt the politics
of respectability, through recourse to modes of "disrespectability" and "ratchetness"
that register Black women's critical dissent from what 19th century Black feminist
theorist Anna Julia Cooper termed "impoverished" conceptions of gender. By
challenging the frame of respectability as only a class-based ideology and by
connecting it to the work of conceptualizing gender, Dr. Cooper argues that a more
nuanced understanding of gender emerges among Black women thinkers, with new
strategies that help us conceptualize ideas of gender relevant to the political and
social demands of this moment.

TRSM 1-149
5:00 – 6:30

Association Annual General Meeting

TSRM 1-099

Monday May 29, 2017 / Lundi le 29 mai 2017
Concurrent Sessions D / Sessions Simultanées D
9:00 – 10:15

Corporal Collisions and Radical
Relationality: Crip Affect and the
Future of Care

Workshop: Researching, Living and
Learning in Conversation with the
More-than-Human

Session Chair: Ann Braithwaite

Session Chair: Marie Lovrod

Corporeal collisions: Crip affect and
radical relationality
Sydney Neuman

Love and Speciesism: Encouraging
Cognitive Justice through Intercultural
Practices of Interspecies Communication
Marie Lovrod, MJ Barrett & J.
Naytowhow

“I don’t want to do it”: Hysteria,
Trauma, and Disability Narrative in
Sarah Kane’s Blasted
Meg Peters
Collective, Crip Futurity in the
Financialized Gentrification Crisis:
Care Praxis in Toronto’s AntiGentrification Organizing
Mary Jean Hande

The Importance of the Natural
Environment for Social Work: Shifting
Anthropocentric Perspectives
Jody Hanson
Intuitive Interspecies Communication
for Collaboratively Co-Creating Urban
and Regional Space
Jelena Misevski
Re-cultivating Inter-generational
Resilience for Reconciliation
Lewis Williams

TRSM 1-099
TRSM 2-003
Representing Mothering: Economies of
Rising Risk

Racialized feminist knowledge and
social justice

Session Chair: Tatjana Takseva

Session Chair: Habiba Zaman

The Ontario Government, “Welfare
Mothers,” and the 1970s/Early 1980s
Debate on Work Incentives
Wendy McKeen

Muslim women standpoint: what does it
mean?
Leïla Benhadjoudja

At-risk Children and Risky Economies:
Neoliberal state policy and Violence
against Women with Children
Pat Breton

TRSM 2-164

Challenging collaborations in research
projects with racialized groups
Anahi Morales Hudon
Femmes racisées en milieu académique,
à la conquête de nos sagesses.
Marie-Eveline Belinga

TRSM 1-149

Monday May 29, 2017 / Lundi le 29 mai 2017
Concurrent Sessions E / Sessions Simultanées E
1:30 – 2:45

Strategic Alliances: Intersectional
Gender: Rural/Urban Agriculture and
Climate Change

Toward a Mad/Crip Temporality: Remaking the Future
Session Chair: Tanya Titchkosky

L’action associative des agricultrices
urbaines du Nord-Est du Brésil :
dynamiques de pouvoir et alliances
stratégiques
Andrea Martinez
Producing Gender: Gender and
Representation in Canadian Agricultural
Media
Rebecca Lennox
Applying Intersectionality to
Understand the Social Dimensions of
Climate Hazards in Rural Canada
Heidi Walker

TRSM 1-099
Reproduction, Harm, and the
Gendering of Blame

The Precarious Futures of Madness: Can
the Suicidal Speak?
Alexandre Baril
Crip Precarity and the Ecstasy of Human
Variability
Mary Bunch
Crip Futurity and the Politics of Desiring
Disability Differently
Kelly Fritsch

TRSM 2-003
Interrogating Reconciliation through
Critical Analysis of Indigenous Settler
Relations

Session Chair: Lisa Mae Boucher
Reproductive Violence in Gone Girl and
Girl on a Train
Jennifer Musial
Protecting the children? Or destroying
mothering?: Child Protective Services
and Domestic Violence in the U.S.
Shihoko Nakagawa
Birthing Ontario’s New Concussion
Legislation: ‘Rowan's Law’,
Thanatopolitics, and the Deployment of
Maternal Identities - A Critical Discourse
Analysis of the Rowan Stringer Case
Rebecca Bromwich

TRSM 2-164

Neoliberal Neocolonialism:
Interrogating Healing Discourses
Sarah Carneiro
What’s in a Structure? Indigenous
Feminist Critiques of Settler
Colonialism
Maura Roberts
Feminist Legal Theory in the Context of
Settler-Colonial Gender Violence
Julie Kaye & Emily Snyder
Sex Trafficking of Indigenous Women
and Girls in Canada: Context, Nature,
and Responses
Meghan Young & Natalya
Timoshkina

TRSM 1-149

Tuesday May 30, 2017 / Mardi le 30 mai 2017

Agenda/Ordre du jour

8:30 – 4:45
Informal Discussion/Morning Refreshments
Table outside TRSM 1-099
9:00 – 10:15
Concurrent Sessions F
Sessions Simultanées F
10:15- 10:30

Break/Pause

10:30 - 11:45
Concurrent Sessions G
Sessions Simultanées G
11:45 – 12:00

Break/Pause

12:00– 1:30

Lunch break

1:30 – 2:45
Concurrent Sessions H
Sessions Simultanées H

2:45 – 3:00

Break/Pause

3:00 – 4:30
Concurrent Sessions I
Sessions Simultanées I
Thank you ALL for a great conference!

Tuesday May 30, 2017 / Mardi le 30 mai 2017
Concurrent Sessions F / Sessions Simultanées F
9:00 – 10:15

Taking Up Time
Queering “HAES” as a Response to the
Politics of Postponement
Jennifer Brady & Jacqui Gingras
Through Thick & Thin & Time: Reconceptualizing Temporality in and
through Multi-Media Storytelling
Emma Lind et al.
A Big, fat, queer failure: reflections on
fat and reproduction in queer times
Rachel Berger
Not Quite: Shame, Identity, Race and
Fat
May Friedman

Understanding and Misunderstanding
Trans Experience
Digging Beneath the Surface:
Preliminary Results from a CommunityBased Participatory Action Research on
Trans Youth’s Wellbeing
William Hébert
Playing it Straight: Kindergarten
Children’s Conceptions of Gender
Propriety and Play Materials
Ameera Ali
#TransParenting: Beyond cishet
benchmarks, living the intersectionalities
of parenting and family lives
Chamindra Weerawardhana

FEMINIST FAT STUDIES MINICONFERENCE

TRSM 1-099
Feminist Reflections on Refugee
Displacement and Resettlement
Research
(Im)Possible Hospitality: Refugee
Resettlement and the Reproduction of
the Nation-State
Anna Carastathis & Natalie KouriTowe
Antiracist Feminist Considerations of
Domestic Violence in the Resettlement
and Integration of Syrian Government
Assisted Refugees
Gada Mahrouse
Making a Contribution to
Saskatchewan’s Heritage: Women
Teachers Reflect Back on Canadianizing
Efforts
Christine Ensslen

TRSM 2-109
Multi-Media Transnational Politics:
Superwomen, Silencing, and Narrow
Archives
Mothers in Love: Female Desire and
Ideal Motherhood in Iranian Cinema
Elli Dehnavi
Comics as Resistance? The Muslimah
Superheroine as Ms.Marvel
Safiyya Hosein
The voice of Silence and Silencing as
Echoed by Tunisian Filmmakers
Thabet ep Mezghani
Black and White Visual Archives
Seyedeh Zahra Ghoreishi

TRSM 2-119
TRSM 2-129

Tuesday May 30, 2017 / Mardi le 30 mai 2017
Concurrent Sessions G / Sessions Simultanées G
10:30 – 11:45

Fitting in with Fat
“Top Ten Things Fatphobia Taught Me
About Whiteness”
Emma Lind
Spatial Justice for Fat Bodies in Higher
Education
Amanda Arp
The Right Fit: Increasing Fashion
Accessibility for Plus-Size Consumers
Sam Abel, Sandra Tullio-Pow, Kirsten
Schaefer, & Chad Story
Body Acceptance in Rural America
Andrea Bombak
FEMINIST FAT STUDIES MINICONFERENCE

Medical Sexual Suppositions over
Time: Arresting Ashley X, Voluntary
Asexuality, and Aging Otherwise
Session Chair: Ann Braithwaite
Arresting Ashley X: Trans Youth,
Puberty Blockers and the Question of
Whether Time is on Your Side
Jake Pyne
When Desire Becomes a Burden:
Navigating ‘Voluntary Asexuality’ and
Grey-Asexuality in Present Day
(A)Sexuality Studies
Kate Woodman
On Disposability and Aging Otherwise
Ela Przybylo

TRSM 1-099
Asian Racialization and Queer Political
Possibility in Canada

Critical Art Practice: Decolonizing
Testimonial Witness

Session Chair: Annalee Lepp

Session Chair: Marie Lovrod

Refugee Refusal: Tracing the
Impossibility of Queer Asian Feminist
Thought and the Limits of White Queer
Time
Lynn Ly

Unpredictable and Indeterminate: The
Social Justice Im/Possibility of Critical
Art Practice
Janice Hladki

Perverse Aliens: Delineating the Genesis
of Chinese Canadian (male) Subjectivity
Michelle Tam
Paper Affairs: Transnational Queer
Affect across the Transpacific and the of
Chinese Women
Elliott Jun

TRSM 2-119

TRSM 2-109

Witnessing: Auto/Biographical
Portraiture as Testimony
Gina Snooks
Commémorer par l’art le féminicide
autochtone : regards féministes et de
décolonisation sur l’avenir
Julie Bruneau

TRSM 2-129

Tuesday May 30, 2017 / Mardi le 30 mai 2017
Concurrent Sessions H / Sessions Simultanées H
1:30 – 2:45

Keynote Plenary: Intersectional
Analyses of Fat Studies
This keynote session will explore the
ways that a critical intersectional
approach may broaden the scope of fat
studies scholarship and activism, as well
as the ways that analyses and ideas
grounded in fat studies may widen our
approaches to intersectionality and
allow for an even more critical
focus. The keynote speakers will
consider the ways they each
operationalize intersectional analyses in
their own work on fat.
Idil Abdillahi, Jill Andrew, Carla
Rice, & Jake Pyne

The Politics of Transgender (Khwaja
sara, Hijra) in South Asia: Religious
identities, social and legal status of a
marginalised community
Session Chair: Adela Sandness
Religion and legitimization of hijra
(trans*) identity in Maharasthra, India
Mathieu Boisvert
Hijraism and the Global Gaze
Claire Pamment
Trans* Masculinity and the Struggle for
Rights in Pakistan
Shahnaz Khan

FEMINIST FAT STUDIES MINICONFERENCE

TRSM 1-099
Institutional Racisms: Calling for
Accountabilities
Session Chair: Allyson Jule
Rethinking “Progressive” Reform: The
Racist Foundations of Canada’s 1969
Decriminalization of Anal Sex
Amy Verhaeghe
Hallway of Mirrors: The Racial-Spatial
Logics of the Black Feminine Body in
Academia
Stephanie Latty
Reading for Human(ity) in Women and
Gender Studies: Citations of Indian and
Slave in Gender Talk
Shaista Patel

TRSM 2-119

TRSM 2-109
Workshop: Understanding Scattered
Hegemonies through Feminist
Practices of Telling it
Slant
Session Chair: Ann Braithwaite
Listening Sideways, Knowing
Otherwise: Fierce Recursivity in
Coconut and Monkey Beach
Jessie Forsyth
A Critical Discourse Analysis of The
Political Communications of Zahra
Rahnavard during the Iranian Green
Movement
Maral Karimi

TRSM 2-129

Tuesday May 30, 2017 / Mardi le 30 mai 2017
Concurrent Sessions I / Sessions Simultanées I
3:00 – 4:15

Ability, Madness, Health and
Healthcare
Fat, Crip, Health
Camilla Bruun Eriksen

Critical Considerations: The Lengths
and Limits of Transnational,
Intergenerational and Interdisciplinary
Engagements with LGBTQ+ Lives
Session Chair: Kyle Jackson

Obesity is the New Hysteria: Resisting
the Pathologization of Women’s Bodies
through Mitchell’s My Life in Five
Minutes
Sarah Harrison

Transnational Mediations of the Bacha
Posh
Karen Ruddy

My body is not-me; negotiating identity
through weight-related talk in primary
care appointments
Patty Thille

Queering the Post-Holocaust
Experience: An Exploration of LGBTQ
Children of Holocaust Survivor
Literature
Jacob Evoy

Feeling Fat, Feeling Policy? Emotional
Entanglements in ‘Obesity’ Policy
Discourses in Canada
Michael Orsini

The Oppressor Within: Thinking through
the Limitations of Single-Issue Theory
in a Social Justice Context
Sharlee Cranston-Reimer

FEMINIST FAT STUDIES MINICONFERENCE

TRSM 1-099
Teaching Feminism and Social Justice
while Black

TRSM 2-109
Femme Life Writing: Challenging the
Exclusion of Femmes from Women’s
and Gender Studies Scholarship

Session Chair: R. Cassandra Lord
Session Chair: Chloë Brushwood Rose
In our quest to build accountabilities for
anti-Blackness and foster self-care, we
ask: How might we intentionally
introduce/defend black studies
scholarship within our Women and
Gender Studies syllabi? What is at stake
here? How do we implore the urgent
need to center blackness within our
discussions of gender, sexuality and
social justice, without creating
discomfort for non-black students?

Forgotten Histories: Recuperating Queer
Femme Identities through Memoir
Laura Brightwell
“A Swamp of Sincerity and
Sentimentality”: Crying Selfies as
Femme Narratives
Andi Schwartz

Yes Fats, Yes Femmes: An Analysis of
Fat Femme Identity Re/Production in the
Chris Johnson, Nicole Charles, Cornel
Blogosphere
Grey, & Huda Hassa
Alli Taylor

TRSM 2-119

TRSM 2-129

OTHER SESSIONS OF INTEREST:
Canadian Feminists Theorize The Digital Humanities
(Joint Session with CSDH)
Canadian Feminists Theorize the Digital Humanities
Monday May 29th, from 3:30-5:00 PM
Session Chair: Susan Brown
Tegan Zimmerman, Maureen Engel, Alana Cattapan, & Hannah McGregor
Following calls to more clearly articulate what makes a digital project feminist and to
name the gendered, racialized discourses of online engagement, this panel explores
areas of tension and collaboration between the digital in women’s studies and the uses
of feminist epistemologies in the digital humanities.
Digital Humanities in Canada: What's Feminism Got to Do With It?
Tegan Zimmerman
Comparing selected Digital Humanities programs across Canada, I examine
undergraduate and graduate programs that offer data specializations in the field, for
presence or lack of feminist projects and programs. Based on that analysis, I offer
conclusions as to why DH is anathema to feminism and make recommendations for
change.
Making Space: Digital Methods for Queer Publics
Maureen Engel
This paper describes Go Queer--a ludic, locative media experiment that occurs on
location, in the city, between game and story, present and past, queer and straight. It
uses Go Queer as occasion to theorize the role of public space, public memory, and
countermemory in creating a queer game space.

Alice and Bob: Metaphor and the Gendered Politics of Cryptography
Alana Cattapan
Since the 1980s, researchers have used an imaginary couple—“Alice and Bob”—to
explain how cryptography works. This paper traces the history of Alice and Bob from
their seemingly innocuous origins, through to the ongoing gendered, heteronormative,
and racialized ways they have been reimagined in visual and material culture.
Women, Podcasting, and Maker Culture
Hannah McGregor
In February 2015, Bitch Media posted an article by Alex Madison pointing out the
extent to which podcasting as a medium is dominated by men. This paper takes up the
tensions between feminist critiques of maker culture and the potential feminist politics
of podcasting as a medium.
,

Monday, May 29 3:30 – 5:00 P.M.
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OTHER SESSIONS OF INTEREST
FEMINIST INTERDISCIPLINARY SESSIONS
Women's Experiences in and Resistance Against Hostile Work Environments
Co-Chairs: Linda Christiansen-Ruffman & Ann Denis

Panelists analyze diverse hostile work environments for women and how
contemporary systems produce persistent precarity for women, while excluding them
from good jobs. All papers address policies (e.g. child care and labour laws) that leave
few choices for women who do not enjoy the privileges of socioeconomic
opportunities and resources. This session is hosted by Canadian Sociology Association
and Co-sponsored by: Canadian Association for Social Work Education
Presentations
Motherhood and Unemployment: Immigrant Women’s Experiences from Toronto
Leslie Nichols,(Ryerson University)
Motherwork affects women’s ability to integrate into the primary labour force. This
qualitative study of unemployed immigrant women’s lived experiences in Toronto
explores the challenges they face, including the need for retraining and the health
impacts of employment precarity.
Engulfed: A Feminist’s Field Notes from Ethnographic Labour Research in Saudi
Arabia
Jolin Joseph (York University)
The rising mobility of migrant domestic workers (MDWs) from South to West Asia is
a pressing area of international policy concern. This is unregulated, exploitative work,
characterized by pervasive gender inequalities, religious conservatism, and policies
that push women into irregular migration. Framed around preliminary interviews with
56 MDWs this grounded, auto-ethnographic account (Ellis 2004) it presents a
reflexive analysis of migrants’ experiences of liminality, marginality and modes of
resistance.
Increasing women’s success in apprenticeships & skilled trades: Canadian case
Marcia Braundy (University of British Columbia)
Through equity policy and program intervention at all levels of access: individuals,
governments, employers, unions, educational institutions and community-based
organizations have invented a myriad of settings, contractual arrangements, hands-on
exploratory programs, mentorships, hiring, recruitment and retention practices to
improve women's labour force participation.Some focus on individuals making a
success of their lives and providing employers with skilled labour. This paper will
explore and compare several approaches to illuminate the limitations and most
promising impacts to date.

Tuesday, May 30 @ 8:30 to 10:00
TRSM3-149

OTHER SESSIONS OF INTEREST
FEMINIST INTERDISCIPLINARY SESSIONS
Feminist Interdisciplinarity: Resistance Against Hostile Academic Environments
Chair: Susan Spronk

This panel seeks to challenge the heteronormativity and misogyny that characterize the
disciplines that we teach and the institutions that pay us our salaries. While many aim
to push the boundaries of our disciplines and institutions, they push back. Panelists
will discuss creative efforts to reclaim the University as a repository of public
knowledge(s) and learning.
Presentations
‘Real’ Politics and ‘Identity’ Politics: Resisting the Reprivatizing of Feminist
‘Identities’ in Political Science
Nicole Bernhardt (York University) & Laura Pin (York University)
Feminist analyses have long decried the public/private divide which has served to
solidify patriarchal dominance in political realms while relegating feminist concerns to
the private sphere. While this divide has faced contestation, political science as a
discipline has remained resistant to intersectional interventions. Through an analysis
of articles published since 1982 in three Canadian political science journals, our paper
investigates how this resistance to feminist intervention manifests in the labelling of
feminist and gender issues as ‘identity politics,' which serves to fortify male norms.
The How of Feminist Resistance in Academia: Challenges, Contradictions and
Solidarities in Everyday Practices
Elaine Coburn (York University)
Feminist resistance to patriarchal opposition to our research and teaching is not selfevident. From simple gestures, like sharing anti-feminist challenges with the colleague
across the hall to writing books or creating conferences with a feminist focus from
hiring feminist academics, to supporting feminist departments and programs, feminist
resistance is in the ethnographic details. Based on 20 years as a feminist academic in
France and Canada, this presentation describes the how of everyday practices of
building solidarity across inequities structured by race, class, sexuality and dis/ability.
Managing hostilities: A trans woman in the academy?
Chamindra Weerawardhana (Queen's University Belfast)
This presentation will focus on the specific challenges facing a trans woman of colour
in academia, which largely tends to follow Eurocentric cisheteronormative epistemic
patterns. Using Chandra Mohanty's notion of emancipatory knowledges, this paper
involves a strong emphasis on the rigorous critical contribution of Transfeminist
approaches to research, teaching, career development, national and international
networking.

Tuesday, May 30 @ 10:30 to 12:00
POD podium 358

OTHER SESSIONS OF INTEREST
FEMINIST INTERDISCIPLINARY SESSIONS
Interdisciplinarity: Challenging barriers to feminist teaching and research, in
the academy and beyond
Chair: Kathryn Adams-Sloan & Liza Lorenzetti
Neo-liberal and sexist practices continue to create hostility toward women in
academia, to define the parameters of research, and to inform practices in the
community that obfuscate structural forces of gendered oppression which create and
perpetuate inequitable outcomes. These papers ask that we take a gendered lens to
problematic practices that often avoid critique when patriarchal and individualist
assumptions–and mechanisms they inform–are left unexamined and unchallenged.
This session is hosted by the Canadian Association for Social Work Education.
Presentations
(Chilly) Climate Change?: Understanding Hostility in the Women's Studies
Classroom
Jen Chisholm, Lakehead University

I explore a revisioning of the ‘89 Chilly Climate Report compiled by female faculty
at the University of Western Ontario. The report identified a number of subtle (and
not so subtle) behaviours and attitudes within the University which limited women’s
advancement, education, and employment. It is important to understand how the
chilly climate has evolved, rather than receded, since first identified by Hall and
Sandler (1982) and substantiated by the Backhouse Report (1989).
Feminist Teaching in Neoliberal Times
Monnah Green, Saint Mary's University
I explore and reveal the challenges and experiences of teaching feminism in a
hostile academic environment. Not only have teaching standards in universities
been lowered to conform to the neoliberal agenda, feminist pedagogies are
sometimes met with resistance and hostility by students. A strong feminist
movement and feminist leadership are desperately needed to help us cope and resist
this ever growing hostile and anti-feminist environment.
Beyond the end or the means: theorizing engagement for feminist research and
practice
Sarah Switzer, York University
Engaging community members in research for social change is considered one of
the cornerstones of ethical and community-responsive feminist research practice.
However, while literature on engagement can be found across community arts,
health, and education, engagement still remains an under-theorized concept. What
are we actually doing when we say we are engaging communities? How might
underlying discourses in engagement work reproduce systems of dominance? This
paper proposes a re-reading of engagement, as informed by feminist, queer and
psychoanalytic theory, and offers implications for practice.

Wednesday May 31 8:30 am to 10:00 am
ENG Engineering LG14

WGSRF PRESIDENT’S WELCOME NOTE 2017
Allyson Jule
Welcome to our annual Women and Gender Studies et Recherches Féministes
conference! As in previous years, we have three full days of fabulous concurrent
sessions and events. Highlights include four plenaries and a Feminist Fat Studies
mini conference, featuring:
•
•
•
•
•

Paisley Currah, CUNY Graduate Center, New York “Neoliberal futures, cultural
backlashes, and the politics of sex classification”
A live interview with Homa Hoodfar (Concordia) with Amina Jamal (Ryerson):
“Feminist Scholarship in Antagonistic Environments”
Brittney Cooper, Rutgers University, “Beyond Respectability: Negressive Acts,
Disrespectability Politics and Ratchet Praxis”
Idil Abdillahi, Jill Andrew, Carla Rice, & Jake Pyne, “An Intersectional
Analysis of Fat Studies”
Several lunch time professionalization sessions on preparing for the job market,
feminist social justice teaching in a post-truth era, and reimagining the
introductory course

At our annual awards ceremony and reception, we announce the winners of the
WGSRF Outstanding Scholarship Prize, Graduate and Undergraduate Essay Prizes
and at our Annual General Meeting, we will discuss our strategic plan and elect
new members to the Executive and the various committees that make all of this
possible; and much more! Please consider volunteering for a position on the
WGSRF executive or on one of the committees.
A big thank you to the following people for their amazing work in making this
conference possible: Marie Lovrod(University of Saskatchewan), WGSRF
Conference Program Liaison and Maaya Hitomi, who assisted in preparing the
program; Local Conference Coordinator, Amina Jamal (Ryerson University) and
Abstract Reviewers Alexandre Baril, Alana Cattapan, Ela Przybylo, Miglena
Todorova and Rhea Hoskin; and the Ryerson and University of Saskatchewan
student volunteers who have assisted during the conference.
I also thank the WGSRF Executive for their incredible work for the association in
2015-2016: Annalee Lepp (University of Victoria), Coordinator’s Meeting
Organizer; Ilya Parkins (University of British Columbia, Okanagan), Secretary and
Awards Organizer, Heather Latimer, (University of British Columbia) Treasurer;
Ann Braithwaite (University of Prince Edward Island) Membership Coordinator;
Shannon Stettner (University of Waterloo) and Tatjana Takseva (Saint Mary’s
University), Communications Officers.
Heartfelt thanks also to Trina LeBlanc, for excellent translation work, and
dedicated members of the Outstanding Scholarship Prize Committee (Eva
Karpinski and Hans Rollman, York University; Manuela Valle-Castro, University of
Saskatchewan; Trent Newmeyer, Brock; May Friedman, Ryerson; and Annalee
Lepp, University of Victoria), the Graduate Essay Prize Committee (Rebecca
Godderis, Wilfred Laurier University; Jennifer Musial, Keene State College; Sonja
Boon, Memorial University; Mary Bunch, McGill; and Byron Lee, Waterloo), and of
the Undergraduate Essay Prize Committee(Alana Cattapan, Dalhousie
University; Vicki Hallett, Memorial; Caroline Hodes, Lethbridge; Kathleen
Cummins, Sheridan College; Connie Guberman, University of Toronto).

WGSRF PRESIDENT’S WELCOME NOTE 2017
Allyson Jule
Special thanks to Elyse Cottrell (University of Prince Edward Island), Membership
Administrator, and to the WGSRF membership for continuing to support the
association, including those who donated generously to the WGSRF Student,
Unwaged, and Low Income Conference Travel Fund!
It has been my pleasure to serve the WGSRF community as President this past year
(and next). The executive committee and I have made some changes we are excited
about, such as building our on-line presence as well as becoming more engaged
with current national issues. We are also, as a whole community, involved in
crafting a new strategic plan, addressing “who “we” are, how “we” want to grow,
and what “we” want to be in the next few years.”
This year we're setting some community guidelines. Please don’t assume anyone’s
gender pronouns. Unless you know for sure what pronouns someone uses, use
“they” to refer to someone. Unsure why using “they” as a pronoun is so important?
Have a look at this link! http://everydayfeminism.com/2016/08/singular-theygrammatically-correct/“
Please take a moment to check out our blog on www.wgsrf.com. And don’t forget
to come to the Annual General Meeting on May 29 th, right after our keynote with
Dr. Brittney Cooper, to contribute your voice. We’d love to see you there and hear
your insights and suggestions about what WGSRF can do for you. Have a
wonderful conference everyone!

Have a wonderful conference everyone!

WGSRF PRESIDENT’S WELCOME NOTE 2017
Allyson Jule
Bienvenue à la conférence annuelle de la Women and Gender Studies et Recherches
Féministes! Fidèles à notre habitude, nous offrons trois magnifiques journées
remplies d’événements et de séances simultanées, dont quatre plénières et une miniconférence sur les fat studies féministes mettant en vedette :
•

•
•
•
•

Paisley Currah, CUNY Graduate Center, New York, « Neoliberal futures,
cultural backlashes, and the politics of sex classification » (« Avenirs
néolibéraux, contrecoups culturels et la politique de la classification des
sexes »);
un entretien en direct avec Homa Hoodfar (Concordia) animé par Amina Jamal
(Ryerson) : « Feminist Scholarship in Antagonistic Environments »
(« Recherches féministes dans les milieux hostiles »);
Brittney Cooper, Université Rutgers, « Beyond Respectability: Negressive Acts,
Disrespectability Politics and Ratchet Praxis » (« Au-delà de la respectabilité :
actes négresifs, politique de l’irrespectabilité et praxis ratchet »);
Idil Abdillahi, Jill Andrew, Carla Rice et Jake Pyne, “An Intersectional Analysis
of Fat Studies” (« Une analyse intersectionnelle des fat studies » );
plusieurs séances déjeuner de professionnalisation sur la préparation au marché
du travail, l’enseignement de la justice sociale à l’ère post-vérité et le
renouvellement du cours d’introduction.

Lors de la réception et remise des prix annuelle, nous annoncerons les noms des
personnes gagnantes du prix Travail de recherche exceptionnel et des prix Travail
de premier cycle et Travail de cycle supérieur. Pendant l’assemblée générale
annuelle, nous nous pencherons sur notre plan stratégique, élirons de nouveaux
membres à la direction et aux divers comités grâce auxquels tout cela est possible,
et plus encore! Nous vous invitons à envisager de faire du bénévolat au sein de la
direction de la WGSRF ou de l’un de ses comités.
Nous tenons à remercier les personnes suivantes pour leur travail exceptionnel et
sans qui cette conférence n’aurait pas été possible : Marie Lovrod (Université de la
Saskatchewan); Maaya Hitomi, agente de liaison du programme de la conférence
de la WGSRF, qui a participé à la préparation du programme; Amina Jamal
(Université Ryerson), coordonnatrice locale de la conférence; Alexandre Baril,
Alana Cattapan, Ela Przybylo, Miglena Todorova et Rhea Hoskin, lectrices et
lecteurs des résumés; et l’ensemble des étudiantes et étudiants bénévoles de
l’Université Ryerson et de l’Université de la Saskatchewan ayant donné de leur
temps pendant la conférence.
Je tiens aussi à remercier la direction de la WGSRF pour leur travail incroyable
pour soutenir l’association en 2016-2017 : Annalee Lepp (Université de Victoria),
organisatrice de la rencontre de coordination; Ilya Parkins (Université de la
Colombie-Britannique, Okanagan), secrétaire et organisatrice des prix; Heather
Latimer (Université de la Colombie-Britannique), trésorière; Ann Braithwaite
(Université de l’Île-du-Prince-Édouard), coordonnatrice des services aux membres;
et Shannon Stettner (Université de Waterloo) et Tatjana Takseva (Université
Saint Mary’s), agentes des communications.
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Un autre grand merci à Trina LeBlanc pour son excellent travail de traduction et,
pour leur travail dévoué, aux membres du comité du prix Travail de recherche
exceptionnel (Eva Karpinski et Hans Rollman, Université York; Manuela ValleCastro, Université de la Saskatchewan; Trent Newmeyer, Université Brock; May
Friedman, Université Ryerson; et Annalee Lepp, Université de Victoria), du
comité du prix Travail de cycle supérieur (Rebecca Godderis, Université Wilfred
Laurier; Jennifer Musial, Collège Keene State; Sonja Boon, Université Memorial;
Mary Bunch, Université McGill; et Byron Lee, Université de Waterloo) et du prix
Travail de premier cycle (Alana Cattapan, Université Dalhousie; Vicki Hallett,
Université Memorial; Caroline Hodes, Université de Lethbridge; Kathleen
Cummins, Collège Sheridan; Connie Guberman, Université de Toronto).
Un merci particulier à Elyse Cottrell (Université de l’Île-du-Prince-Édouard),
administratrice des services aux membres, et aux membres de la WGSRF pour leur
soutien continu de l’association, notamment par le biais de dons généreusement
offerts au Fonds de voyage de conférence pour les personnes étudiantes, non
rémunérées et à faible revenu!
Ce fut pour moi un plaisir de servir la communauté WGSRF à titre de présidente au
cours de la dernière année (et la prochaine). Le comité de direction et moi avons
mis en œuvre des changements excitants, notamment l’élargissement de notre
présence en ligne et une plus grande implication aux enjeux nationaux actuels. De
plus, l’ensemble de notre communauté est impliqué dans l’élaboration d’un
nouveau plan stratégique portant sur qui « nous » sommes, la forme voulue de
« notre » croissance et ce que « nous » voulons être d’ici quelques années.
Veuillez prendre un moment pour visiter notre blog : www.wgsrf.com. Et assurezvous d’assister à l’assemblée générale annuelle le 29 mai, immédiatement après le
discours-programme de Brittney Cooper, pour contribuer aux discussions. Nous
aimerions vous y voir et entendre vos perspectives et vos suggestions sur ce que la
WGSRF peut faire pour vous.

Nous souhaitons à tout le monde une excellente
conférence!

PLENARY DESCRIPTIONS
(Organized chronologically)
Neoliberal futures, cultural backlashes, and the politics of sex classification
Paisley Currah (Brooklyn College, CUNY Graduate Center)
Until the last decades of the twentieth century, state enforcement of the M/F sex
binary had little to do with what we now call transgender people. Sex
classification operated as a legal instrument that worked in concert with cultural
norms to subordinate women. As states slowly retreated from sponsoring the
subordination of women, it became possible for sex reclassification policies to
change to recognize the gender of trans people. But in the current moment the
M/F issue is transforming into a different kind of political instrument. Social
conservatives are weaponizing the sex classification issue while big business
celebrates gender diversity of all kinds.
Feminist Scholarship in Antagonistic Environments
Homa Hoodfar (Concordia University) & Amina Jamal (Ryerson University)

Homa Hoodfar engages in a dialogue with Amina Jamal on politics, feminism
and the importance of critical thinking. Hoodfar, who was charged with dabbling
in feminism and security matters in Iran, will discuss insights gained from her
112-day ordeal in the infamous Evin prison in 2016, as well her perspective on
transnational feminist movements and her lifetime of critical feminist
scholarship in women, Islam, gender and sexuality.
Beyond Respectability: Negressive Acts, Disrespectability Politics and
Ratchet Praxis
Brittney Cooper (Rutgers University)
This talk takes a long historical view of the emergence of respectability politics
among communities of African American women. It posits that respectability
politics are actually an early form of gender theorization among newly freed
Black people in the mid to late 19th century. Working from this premise, the talk
looks at a variety of ways that Black women in the 20th and 21st centuries
disrupt the politics of respectability, through recourse to modes of
“disrespectability" and "ratchetness" that register Black women's critical dissent
from what 19th century Black feminist theorist Anna Julia Cooper termed
"impoverished" conceptions of gender. By challenging the frame of
respectability as only a class-based ideology and by connecting it to the work of
conceptualizing gender, Dr. Cooper argues that a more nuanced understanding of
gender emerges among Black women thinkers, with new strategies that help us
conceptualize ideas of gender relevant to the political and social demands of this
moment.

SHORTENED ABSTRACTS FOR PANELS
(Organized alphabetically by last name of first presenter)
Toward a Mad/Crip Temporality: Re-making the Future
Alexandre Baril (Dalhousie University), Mary Bunch (McGill University), &
Kelly Fritsch (University of Toronto)
Building on feminist theories of affect and using an intersectional approach this
panel adopts feminist and queer perspectives to reflect on the temporality and
(non)futurity experienced by disabled, crip, and mad people. It presses the
temporal limits imposed on people with a variety of (dis)abilities by ableist,
sanist structures.
Racialized feminist knowledge and social justice
Leïla Benhadjoudja (University of Ottawa), Anahi Morales Hudon (University of
Ottawa), & Marie-Eveline Belinga (University of Ottawa)
This panel reflects upon the modalities, construction and transmission of
feminist knowledge and praxis by and for women of colour in Canada, to
consider links between women of color feminist knowledge production and
social justice. How do the epistemologies developed by women of color’s
feminist praxis make it possible to think of effective social justice for people of
color?
The Politics of Transgender (Khwaja sara, Hijra) in South Asia: Religious
identities, social and legal status of a marginalised community
Mathieu Boisvert (L'Université du Québec à Montréal), Claire Pamment
(College of Williams and Mary), & Shahnaz Khan (Wilfrid Laurier University)
Khwaja sara, hijra, are two terms used to qualify traditional “trans*genders” in
South Asia; the first is primarily used in Pakistan whereas the latter, in Northern
India. These communities constitute visible and marginalized social groups. This
interdisciplinary panel aims at clarifying aspects of khwaja sara / hijra identity.

SHORTENED ABSTRACTS FOR PANELS
Everyday Women’s and Gender Studies: Re-imagining the Introductory
Course
Ann Braithwaite (University of Prince Edward Island) & Catherine Orr (Beloit
College)
As the authors of a new text for the introductory class (Everyday Women’s and
Gender Studies: Introductory Concepts, Routledge 2017), we propose to engage
the audience in questions about the kinds of “imaginings” that (must) preface our
teaching of the introductory WGS course: Who is in the classroom? What
difference should taking account who the students are make to how we teach this
course? What can WGS offer this particular group of students (rather than some
generic or assumed group)? What histories, events, and names do we feel
obligated to pass on? And what if student differences and disciplinary
obligations don’t align?
Femme Life Writing: Challenging the Exclusion of Femmes from Women’s
and Gender Studies Scholarship
Laura Brightwell (York University), Andi Schwartz (York University), & Alli
Taylor (University of Western Ontario)
This panel responds to the exclusion of queer femme identities from scholarship
in the field of Women’s and Gender Studies. Looking to femme cultural
production, we seek to intervene in marginalizing theorizations of femininities,
and explore alternative ways of thinking about the relationship between
femininity and feminism.
Feminist Reflections on Refugee Displacement and Resettlement Research
Anna Carastathis (Laurentian University), Natalie Kouri-Towe (California State
University, Los Angeles), Gada Mahrouse (Laurentian University), & Christine
Ensslen (York University)
This panel brings into conversation new research on refugee displacement and
resettlement in the “refugee crisis” from feminist scholars working in Canada
and Europe to examine the insights that a gender-based analysis can offer
research on refugee sponsorship and the transnational flows between refugees,
solidarity activists, aid workers, and supporters of refugees.

SHORTENED ABSTRACTS FOR PANELS
Interrogating Reconciliation through Critical Analysis of Indigenous Settler
Relations
Sarah Carneiro (Queen’s University), Maura Roberts (University of Alberta),
Julie Kaye (University of Saskatchewan), Emily Snyder (University of
Saskatchewan), Meghan Young (Lakehead University Orillia), & Natalya
Timoshkina (Lakehead University Orillia)
As Canada celebrates its sesquicentennial, challenging hegemonic neocolonialisms demands intersectional Indigenous analysis of settler discourses
and the erasures and invisibilities they engender. From insidious notions of
national “healing” that dodge deeper issues of land claims, to legal arguments
that address gender but not settler-colonial violence, including the trafficking of
Indigenous women and girls, this panel demands accountabilities over rhetorics
of reconciliation
Feminist Education: Experience, Relevance, Consent
Trina De Souza (York University), Sal Renshaw (Nipissing University), Renee
Valiquette (Nipissing University), & Jessica Wright (University of Toronto)
Feminist undergraduate programs attract students for a wide variety of reasons
and our courses challenge them on multiple fronts. Because feminist scholarship
engages audiences in social justice classrooms in order to address multiple
power imbalances, from neoliberal inequities to catastrophic climate change,
from sexual violence to understanding consent, offering students strategic and
relevant education requires expanded access.
Multi-Media Transnational Politics: Superwomen, Silencing and Narrow
Archives
Elli Dehnavi (University of Alberta), Safiyya Hosein (Ryerson University),
Thabet ep Mezghani (Aix Marseille), & Seyedeh Zahra Ghoreishi (University of
Saskatchewan)
These panelists examine feminist representational issues in post-revolution
Iranian films, Muslimah comix superheroines, the approaches of Tunisian filmmakers to the politics of silence and silencing, and the ways western feminist
academics take up Shirin Neshat’s imagery in ways that reinforce reductive
understandings of Muslim women.
Thinking Beyond Backlash: Remediating 1980s Activisms
Marty Fink (Ryerson University), Elizabeth Groeneveld (Old Dominion
University), Cait McKinney (University of Toronto), & Samantha C. Thrift
(University of Calgary)
We consider 1980s activisms through the critical lens of “remediation.” Often,
the 1980s are dismissed as an era marked only by increasing conservatism and
an intensification of neoliberalism. Yet, those years provided the context for
queer, feminist, and anti-racist activisms with enduring legacies identifiable in
contemporary movements and activist practices.

SHORTENED ABSTRACTS FOR PANELS
Workshop: Understanding Scattered Hegemonies through Feminist
Practices of Telling it Slant
Jessie Forsyth (McMaster University), Maral Karimi (University of Toronto) and
A. Braithwaite (University of Prince Edward Island)
Challenging diverse expressions of dominance through inter-textual
and discursive analyses of novels that juxtapose individual and collective
coming of age stories, and the distorted representation of public statements made
by the only woman leader resisting Iran’s election outcomes,
respectively, this workshop invites us to consider interpretive struggle as a way
of reframing what ‘social justice’ might mean in diverse sites of relationality and
resistance.
Understanding and Misunderstanding Trans Experience
William Hébert (University of Toronto), Ameera Ali (York University), &
Chamindra Weerawardhana (Queen’s University Belfast)
From the perspectives of kindergarten children on gendered play materials, to
trans youth understandings of their own well-being, to the intersectional politics
of trans-parenting, this panel examines the impacts of cis-heteronormative
structures and shifts in perspective arising from trans-informed experiences.
Critical Art Practice: Decolonizing Testimonial Witness
Janice Hladki (McMaster University), Gina Snooks (University of Western
Ontario), & Julie Bruneau (Université du Québec à Montréal)
The role of critical art practice is examined in this panel which takes up the
politics of witness and looking through feminist disability photography, the role
of storytelling in healing from sexual trauma, and an Indigenous women’s
memorial art installation as a vital form of historical and contemporary
resistance and testimonial.
Men, Masculinities, and Social Violence: Perception, Prevention,
Reconciliation
Robert Innes (University of Saskatchewan), Kim Anderson (University of
Saskatchewan), Anthony Huynh (University of Manitoba), & Emily Colpitts
(York University)
The need for more constructive masculinities is pressing. In the Bidwewidam
Indigenous masculinities project, Indigenous peoples discussed men’s
contributions to family and community reconciliation. In India, girl’s access to
education is contextualized in a study on incipient masculinities in adolescent
boys, while the compromises and tensions that arise when men are engaged in
reducing gender-based violence help map the territory of healing masculinities.

SHORTENED ABSTRACTS FOR PANELS
Teaching Feminism and Social Justice while Black
Chris Johnson (University of Toronto), R. Cassandra Lord (University of
Toronto), Nicole Charles (University of Toronto), Cornel Grey (University of
Toronto), & Huda Hassa (University of Toronto)
In our quest to build accountabilities for anti-Blackness and foster self-care, we
ask: How might we intentionally introduce/defend black studies scholarship
within our Women and Gender Studies syllabi? What is at stake here? How do
we implore the urgent need to center blackness within our discussions of gender,
sexuality and social justice, without creating discomfort for non-black students?
Pedagogies of Crisis: Teaching Social Justice in the Time of Trump
Heather Latimer (University of British Columbia), Janice Stewart (University of
British Columbia), & Lori MacIntosh (University of British Columbia)

This workshop questions what it means teach social justice the “Time of
Trump.” With attacks from the “alt-right” targeting research-informed policies
and facts, the creation of a new “Professor Watch List,” the rise of so-called free
speech clubs on campuses, and targeting of marginalized faculty members, we
will consider what the stakes are in feminist social justice pedagogy as we enter
the post-truth era. Topics will include the ethics of discomfort, queering the
pedagogy of safer spaces, populist rejections of liberalism, the (resurgence of)
dominant discourses of racism, xenophobia and sexism, and educational change.
Lesbian Representation, Chosen Family, Gender Queer Non-Violence, and
Queering Community Sport
Maya Schwartz Läufer (Babes Bolyai University), Frances J Latchford (York
University), Simon D. Elin Fisher (University of Wisconsin-Madison), & Claire
Carter (University of Regina)
This panel brings together a group of four papers that demonstrate the wide
ranging influence and impact of lesbian/queer knowledges and practice in
redefining the social imagination of culture from the mid-twentieth century to
the present.
Workshop: Researching, Living and Learning in Conversation with the
More-than-Human
Marie Lovrod with MJ Barrett & Joseph Naytowhow (University of
Saskatchewan), Jodi Hanson (University of Saskatchewan), Jelena Misevski
(University of Saskatchewan) & Lewis Williams (University of Saskatchewan)

Drawing on feminist intersectional theory and community engaged practice,
panelists disrupt the culturally-produced human-nature binary through ethical,
culturally-informed, intergenerational practices of interspecies connection and
communication, with the potential to begin to “undo” some of the harmful
impacts of settler colonialism. Presenters invite discussion of ways to re-envision
human-nature relations by cultivating a sustainable “learning spirit” (Battiste,
2013) across cultures, ontologies and species.

SHORTENED ABSTRACTS FOR PANELS
Asian Racialization and Queer Political Possibility in Canada
Lynn Ly (University of Toronto), Michelle Tam (Queen’s University), & Elliott
Jun (Queen’s University)
This panel investigates the uneven terrains of Asian racialization and queer
embodiment within Canada to recover futures-past and think through futurespresent. Thinking through the violent exclusion of Asian peoples this panel
explores the agency and subjectivity of queer Asian embodiment within the
Canada, and the present and futures to which it signals.
The Pleasures, Perils and Political Economies of the Feminist Online
Classroom
Bobby Noble (York University), Kristine Klement (York University), Gary Lee
Pelletier (York University), Jenna Danchuk (York University), & Skye MauleO’Brien (York University)

We are a teaching team for an introductory Gender and Women’s Studies course
(one full-time faculty member; one part-time faculty member; three teaching
assistants). We explore some questions about online teaching in the Women and
Gender Studies classroom: How can we use the tenets of feminist pedagogy
together with our critical imaginations and imperatives to make the space of the
online course into something more than a downsized classroom?
Corporal Collisions and Radical Relationality: Crip Affect and the Future of
Care
Sydney Neuman (York University), Meg Peters (University of Ottawa), & Mary
Jean Hande (University of Toronto)
Politicization of care, and the affective, discursive and material challenges
associated with critical disabilities studies inform this panel, as presenters
interrogate the naturalization of trauma and toxic masculinities in order to
propose more generative and revolutionary futurities.
Strategic Alliances: Intersectional Gender: Rural/Urban Agriculture and
Climate Change
Andrea Martinez (Université d’Ottawa), Rebecca Lennox (University of
Regina), & Heidi Walker (University of Saskatchewan)
From Brazil to Saskatchewan, this panel examines issues of gendered
representation, strategic alliances and the power differentials that shape
responses to climate change. Wildfires and floods and the urgent need to
understand the roles of women in strategic organizing in both rural and urban
agricultural contexts mark the parameters of engagement undertaken by these
panelists.

SHORTENED ABSTRACTS FOR PANELS
Representing Mothering: Economies of Rising Risk
Wendy McKeen (York University), & Pat Breton (York University)
This panel examines the ways that long-standing practices of targeting single
mothers through welfare policies have been extended by neoliberal child-centric
approaches, both of which retrench white hetero-patriarchy.
Reproduction, Harm, and the Gendering of Blame
Jennifer Musial (New Jersey City University), Shihoko Nakagawa (York
University), & Rebecca Bromwich (New Jersey City University)
This panel examines reproducing figures blamed for harm they experience. By
focusing on social types (unreliable narrator, welfare mother, and dead teenager),
we encounter the effects (and affects) of gendered blame and are able to see how
these figures are “expressive of an underlying social crisis or anxiety” (Tyler
2008).
Un-Mapping the Academic Industrial Complex; A Roundtable on Social
Justice Scholarship
Chantal Persad (York University), Siva Thangeswary Sivarajah (York
University), & Nadia Kanani (York University)
In this roundtable discussion we aim to create a space for critical conversation
and relationship building amongst BIPOC academics who are similarly
positioned and critically engaged with the AIC. We hope to hold a space for deep
engagement with our strategies of resistance and the ways in which we can
mindfully navigate a system that was not created with our bodies in mind.
Critical Considerations: The Lengths and Limits of Transnational,
Intergenerational and Interdisciplinary Engagements with LGBTQ+ Lives
Karen Ruddy (York University/Ryerson University), Jacob Evoy (University of
Western Ontario), & Sharlee Cranston-Reimer (Brock University)
Engaging theoretical analysis of marginalization and difference through specific
case studies, this panel invites discussion of the ways that representation and
interpretation illuminate the lengths and limits of transnational and
intergenerational engagements with intersectionality.
Medical Sexual Suppositions over Time: Arresting Ashley X, Voluntary
Asexuality, and Aging Otherwise
Jake Pyne (McMaster University), Kate Woodman (York University), & Ela
Przybylo (Arizona State University)
Medical advances meet personal, interpersonal and representational politics in
complex ways. As medical technologies allow us to alter human experiences of
embodied temporarility, desire and aging, the plasticity of the human body and
our experiences of it raise questions about hegemonic imaginaries and discourses
that mobilize biopolitics in diverse lives and life stages

SHORTENED ABSTRACTS FOR PANELS
Trauma, Resistance and the Law: Rebellion Across time and Space
Berivan Sarikaya (University of Toronto), Sandra Biskupski-Mujanovic
(University of Western Ontario), Tatjana Takševa (Saint Mary’s University) &
Jamie Magnusson (University of Toronto)
Drawing on the experiences of Kurdish women political prisoners, the Women’s
Court of Bosnia, adolescents born of rape in wartime Bosnia and the
criminalization of poor women, this panel examines the convergences of trauma,
violence, resistance and law in multiple contexts.
All That Remains: Private Affects and Public Intimacies in Queer(er)
Hauntings
Julia Sinclair-Palm (York University), Nael Bhanji (York University), Tamara de
Szegheo Lang (York University), & Naomi de Szegheo-Lang(York University)
This panel revisits Avery Gordon’s Ghostly Matters (1997) to trace haunted
paths in identity formation, intimate relationships, historical memory, and
normative violence. Papers examine the space of the trans vigil, the queer(ed)
museum, the online exhibition of intimate objects, and the collision of one’s new
name with the ghosts of their old.
Feminist, Posthumanist and Decolonial Perspectives on Law
Chloë Taylor (University of Alberta), Maneesha Deckha (University of Alberta),
& Kelly Struthers Montford (University of Alberta)
This panel presents a range of social justice perspectives on the law. The first
presentation critiques carceral feminist assumptions about the law. The second
presentation explores post-anthropocentric and feminist transformations in the
law. The third presentation examines how law has functioned as a tool of
speciesism and settler colonialism.
Institutional Racisms: Calling for Accountabilities
Amy Verhaeghe (York University), Stephanie Latty (University of Toronto), &
Shaista Patel (University of Toronto)
Epistemologies of white patriarchy, colonialism and slavery inform the
engagements with race and racism taken up by these three panelists. From
parliamentary debates on non-hetero sexual practices to academic reproduction
of racialized spatial-logics, these scholars challenge white hetero-hegemonies as
they inform the institutional reproduction of discourses of respectability and
purity, in efforts to promote alternative futures.

SHORTENED ABSTRACTS FOR PANELS
Preparing for the Job Market in Women’s and Gender Studies
Melissa Autumn White (Hobart and William Smith Colleges)
This workshop is designed for graduate students and postdoctoral fellows who
are considering faculty careers as well as advisors/graduate program chairs who
mentor graduate students in career prospects; it will also be of interest to hiring
committee members and those studying WGS field formation in an age of socalled “austerity”.
Format:
1) Facilitator Biographies (5 mins)
2) Trends in WGS Hiring Research (15 mins)
3) Trends in Academic Hiring (10 mins)
4) Entering the U.S. Job Market (15 mins)
5) Take-Aways from Research and Experience (10 mins)
6) Open Discussion (20 mins)
Trouble-making in Feminist Social Justice Scholarship: Transnational,
diasporic, and decolonial reflections
Harshita Yalamarty (York University), Rajanie Preity Kumar (York University),
Sabina Chatterjee (York University)
Our panel discussion focuses on decolonization and accountability as nonIndigenous racialized people in Canada, exploring our connections and
relationships with colonial violence. Using critical race, decolonial,
transnational, and intersectional feminist theory and activism, we explore being
"South Asian" transnationally within historical and on-going colonial violence,
genocide, and anti-Black racism.

SHORTENED ABSTRACTS FOR INDIVIDUAL
PAPERS
(Organized alphabetically by last name of first author)
Playing it Straight: Kindergarten Children’s Conceptions of Gender
Propriety and Play Materials
Ameera Ali (York University)
This small qualitative study focuses on the perspectives of kindergarten children
regarding their perceptions of gender appropriateness of play materials. Results
indicated that children generally perceived toys to be gender-specific and
perceived gender-incongruent play to be unacceptable. Implications of these
results as well as pedagogical recommendations for educators are provided.

The Precarious Futures of Madness: Can the Suicidal Speak?
Alexandre Baril (Dalhousie University)
Inspired by Spivak, I ask: Can the suicidal speak? Drawing on feminist affect
theories and crip/mad studies, I argue that suicidal people represent an oppressed
group reduced to silence. Extending Ahmed’s injunction to happiness, I examine
the injunction to live imposed on suicidal people due to mental ableism/sanism.
Femmes racisées en milieu académique, à la conquête de nos sagesses.
Marie-Eveline Belinga (University of Ottawa)
Quels sont les modèles inspirants dont nous disposons en tant que femmes
racisées dans l’institution académique québécoise? Comment faire valoir nos
préoccupations pédagogiques et nos intérêts de recherche lorsque l’on est
constamment marginalisée en tant qu’intellectuelle racisée dans les corpus et
dans les classes ? Je présenterai quelques stratégies qui travaillent à valoriser les
savoirs des femmes racisées comme source de sagesse.
Muslim women standpoint: what does it mean?
Leïla Benhadjoudja (University of Ottawa)
What are the potentials of knowledge held by Muslim women to destabilize and
disrupt the premises of mainstream feminist knowledge? Adopting a standpoint
epistemology requires attention to who produces knowledge about Muslim
women or marks the boundaries of Muslim feminist knowledge. What are the
issues of power Muslim knowledge questions?
Trans Necropolitics: Terrorism, Vigil/ance, and the Affective Geopolitics of
Transsexual Memorialization
Nael Bhanji (York University)
Focusing on the link between post-9/11 counter-terrorist discourses and the
memorialisation of victims of transphobic violence, this paper explores the
haunting, affective economies of violence that animate the seemingly disparate
trajectories of counter-terrorism and transsexuality, the transsexual body and the
terrorist body, and between vigilant reactions and the vigil that re-acts.

SHORTENED ABSTRACTS FOR INDIVIDUAL
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The Women’s Court in Bosnia: Feminist Transitional Justice, Recognition
and Resistance
Sandra Biskupski-Mujanovic (University of Western Ontario)
The Women’s Court of Bosnia, a 2015 forum focusing on crimes during and
after the Balkan war, is a site of feminist justice where women’s testimonies are
central and demonstrate resistance to traditional methods of transitional justice,
highlighting subjectivity and recognition as a site of political resistance.
Religion and legitimization of hijra (trans*) identity in Maharasthra, India
Mathieu Boisvert (Université du Québec à Montréal)
The integration of a new member to the hijra community is done via a rite of
passage that serves to clarify her role within a stratified social framework based
on the Indian family organization and on the intra-community ascetic structure.
This paper presents how religion contributes to shape hijra identity.
At-risk Children and Risky Economies: Neoliberal state policy and Violence
against Women with Children
Pat Breton (York University)
The neoliberal trend to child-centric policy contributes to precarious futures for
women with children seeking violence-free lives. In responding to violence
against women with children in Ontario, collaborative state interventions to
protect at-risk children further retrench gender and racial inequalities for First
Nations, racialized and low-income single-mother families.
Forgotten Histories: Recuperating Queer Femme Identities through
Memoir
Laura Brightwell (York University)
This paper traces a genealogy of femme experience through femme memoir. I
explore recurring topics such as erotic desire, sex work and femmephobia in
LGBTQ communities. Given the absence of femme knowledge from traditional
academic queer theory, I situate the memoir as a site of femme theory and
counter-patriarchal knowledge.

SHORTENED ABSTRACTS FOR INDIVIDUAL
PAPERS
Birthing Ontario’s New Concussion Legislation: ‘Rowan's Law’,
Thanatopolitics, and the Deployment of Maternal Identities - A Critical
Discourse Analysis of the Rowan Stringer Case
Rebecca Bromwich (New Jersey City University)
I will discuss public texts about Ottawa high school rugby
player Rowan Stringer’s 2013 death, the inquest into it, and subsequent law
reform. I focus on discursive figures of the mother deployed as tools of
government. I explore in what ways, the discursive frame of “mother blame” is
reproduced, reinscribed, and resisted.
Commémorer par l’art le féminicide autochtone : regards féministes et de
décolonisation sur l’avenir
Julie Bruneau (Université du Québec à Montréal)
L’installation artistique Walking With Our Sisters, un projet communautaire
commémorant les femmes autochtones disparues et assassinées nous permet de
poser un regard féministe et décolonisé sur les 150 années passées et à venir.
Nous proposons l’art des femmes autochtones implique leur résistance historique
et exige de les voir selon leurs propres termes.
How can the commemorative art installation Walking With Our Sisters for the
missing and murdered indigenous women makes us envision both the past and
future 150 years, under the feminist and decolonial scope. We suggest that
indigenous women’s art is inextricable from their historical resistance and claims
to be seen in their terms.
Crip Precarity and the Ecstasy of Human Variability
Mary Bunch (McGill University)
This paper employs the metaphor of ecstasy to sketch out a critical disability
ethics that counters biopolitics with a politics of vital futurity. It further
elaborates some ways that the socio-political realm might be thus
ecstatically/ethically disrupted.
(Im)Possible Hospitality: Refugee Resettlement and the Reproduction of the
Nation-State
Anna Carastathis (Laurentian University) & Natalie Kouri-Towe (California
State University, Los Angeles)

This collaborative research examines two civil society responses to the Syrian
refugee crisis: in Canada, the “export-ready” #WelcomeRefugees model of
resettlement; and in Greece, solidarity efforts to house refugees (in private
homes, NGO-run encampments, and occupied buildings), hailed as a paradigm
of spontaneous “humanitarianism.”

SHORTENED ABSTRACTS FOR INDIVIDUAL
PAPERS
Neoliberal Neocolonialism: Interrogating Healing Discourses
Sarah Carneiro (Queen’s University)
State discourses of “healing” framing Canada’s TRC are neoliberal
transmutations of biopower. The articulation of a politics of refusal by
Indigenous peoples, in response to the hegemonic paradigm of healing, shows
promise in imagining and creating futures beyond the neoliberal nation-state that
do not replicate colonial systems of oppression.
Queering Community Spaces: Language and Policy in Play
Claire Carter (University of Regina)
This paper examines the interplay of ‘policy’ and membership language with the
practice in play in queer community sports. Teams are engaging in different
strategies, from website language changes -‘women/lesbian’ to queer/trans
inclusive, to gender-inclusive policies, and on the field dialogue about
language/gender inclusivity. We consider the simultaneous work teams are doing
to maintain the sustainability of community spaces, while also engaging in a reimagination of formative criteria and boundaries.
Complexities and Complicities: Challenging ‘authenticity’ and creating
decolonial accountability as a mixed race South Asian in Canada
Sabina Chatterjee (York University)
I will trouble ‘authenticity’ within South Asian diasporic communities and
explore some of the complexities of colonial complicity, asking: How do we
challenge anti-Indigenous racism, anti-Black racism, and casteism? How can
multiply-marginalized South Asians in Canada create activist possibilities that
are grounded in decolonial action here and in our ‘homelands’?
Engaging men in preventing gender-based violence: Challenges, tensions,
and compromises
Emily Colpitts (York University)
Drawing on examples of several mainstream anti-violence campaigns targeted
toward men in North America, this paper will critically examine the various
challenges, tensions, and compromises involved in efforts to engage men in
preventing gender-based violence and consider how they may affect the impact
of these efforts.
The Oppressor Within: Thinking through the Limitations of Single-Issue
Theory in a Social Justice Context
Sharlee Cranston-Reimer (Brock University)
Using a case study in which single issue but social justice-oriented scholarship
demonstrates a limited capacity to engage with intersectional topics, I focus on
the methodological challenges of ethically engaging within and across fields all
of which are marginalized while insisting on the important differences in these
marginalizations.

SHORTENED ABSTRACTS FOR INDIVIDUAL
PAPERS
The student is present: re-evaluating spaces of learning in the online
feminist classroom
Jenna Danchuk (York University)
In this paper I reflect on the spaces where students in an online introductory
GFWS course learn and apply the knowledges of our field. Is the online
classroom the classroom space? Where, with whom, and from what sources do
students learn, and how can course design facilitate these new realities?

Snapshots of Feminism: Capturing Student Experiences of Canadian
Women’s Studies Programs in Higher Education
Trina De Souza (York University)
This presentation examines current student experiences within Canadian
Women’s Studies undergraduate programs. Themes include discussions of what
draws students to the field, what knowledge is gained through an education in
Women’s Studies, and what challenges emerge for students
Haunted Objects: Queer Encounters At The Museum of Broken
Relationships
Naomi de Szegheo-Lang (York University)
Through a discussion of The Museum of Broken Relationships
(brokenships.com), this paper asks how our intimate ghosts might lead to public
reckonings. Through the museum’s archive of heartbreak and love lost, this
paper explores how the abandoned objects of past relationships create affective
bridges between the personal and the social.
Embodying History’s Queer Specters: Art and Affect in Critical Public
History Exhibitions
Tamara de Szegheo Lang (York University)
Focusing on two art-based exhibitions, Land|Slide Possible Futures in Markham,
Ontario and the Pop-Up Museum of Queer History in Brooklyn, New York, this
paper looks to visual arts as a method of destabilizing narratives of modern
history that too often bury marginalized histories, communities, and bodies,
including those of women, queer, and Indigenous people.

SHORTENED ABSTRACTS FOR INDIVIDUAL
PAPERS
Feminist Interspecies Ethics and the Cultivation of Legal Postanthropocentrism
Maneesha Deckha (University of Alberta)
This paper uses feminist philosophy on animals to develop a “postanthropocentric legal ontology”, i.e. a legal orientation whereby law can respond
to more-than-human animals in a manner that does not ask them to conform to or
comply with dominant human norms. I canvass three relational approaches to
interspecies ethics.
Mothers in Love: Female Desire and Ideal Motherhood in Iranian Cinema
Elli Dehnavi (University of Alberta)
This paper examines post-Revolution Iranian films that illustrate
divorced/widowed mothers and their struggles with romantic love. It studies how
the films challenge the cultural norms and to what extent they can cross the
imposed boundaries of social acceptability to provide alternative images of
female desire in the context of motherhood.
Making a Contribution to Saskatchewan’s Heritage: Women Teachers
Reflect Back on Canadianizing Efforts
Christine Ensslen (York University)
During the first half of the 20th century the Saskatchewan Department of
Education sought to use the classroom to “Canadianize” the province’s
immigrant population. This paper examines how ten Saskatchewan women
teachers perceived themselves citizenship builders and how these retired
teachers conceptualized their classroom practices as contributing to
Saskatchewan’s Heritage.
The voice of Silence and Silencing as Echoed by Tunisian Filmmakers
Thabet ep Mezghani (Aix Marseille)
Based on the film “As I Open My Eyes” , the current paper aims to explore
several of the manifold states of silence and to investigate how gender related
silencing and political censorship of the pre-revolution era in Tunisia, have been
perceived and conceived by a Tunisian female filmmaker.
So I’ll Jump! Remediating the Prisoner Correspondence of Joseph Beam
Marty Fink (Ryerson University)

Using queer, Afrofuturist, and digital media studies, this paper examines Black
gay writer Joseph Beam’s correspondence, analyzing how the means of
communication available to prisoners remains largely unchanged. I ask what
happens when we use digital media to bring Beam into the present, creating
speculative links between the 1980s and today.

SHORTENED ABSTRACTS FOR INDIVIDUAL
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Queer Gender, Radical Nonviolence: Embodying Gandhi’s Anticolonial
Action in the 1930s US Pacifist Movement
Simon D. Elin Fisher (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
The first recorded instance of nonviolence used against racial segregation in
America was in 1940 by Pauli Murray, an African-American queer, gender nonconforming activist, and her partner, Adelene MacBean. Looking at Murray’s
personal papers, this paper examines the racial, gender, and sexual dimensions of
nonviolence as it was first practiced in the United States.
Listening Sideways, Knowing Otherwise: Fierce Recursivity in Coconut and
Monkey Beach
Jessie Forsyth (McMaster University)
This paper discusses a critical recursivity in Eden Robinson’s Monkey
Beach (2000) and Kopano Matlwa’s Coconut (2007) that helps re-imagine
relationality otherwise. The novels offer coming-of-age accounts of what ‘social
justice’ might mean in markedly neoliberal moments while coming into
uncertain knowledges that fortify, but do not calcify, resistant experience.
Crip Futurity and the Politics of Desiring Disability Differently
Kelly Fritsch (University of Toronto)
If disability remains unexpected in our world because we do not imagine
disabled people as having tractable futures, then crip futurity—where to crip is to
open up desire for what disability disrupts—becomes an important site to
imagine and materialize disabled futures, engaging creative sites of desiring
disability differently.
Queering the Post-Holocaust Experience: An Exploration of LGBTQ
Children of Holocaust Survivor Literature
Jacob Evoy (University of Western Ontario)
This paper examines the literary (fiction and non-fiction) work produced by
LGBTQ children of Holocaust survivors. I examine how multigenerational
trauma is present within the everyday emotional and lived experiences of
LGBTQ children of survivors. These explorations include attending a sibling’s
wedding, circumcision, familial homophobia, coming out, and being faced with
multiple traumatic events such as the Nazi persecution of homosexuals and the
AIDS epidemic.

Black and White Visual Archives
Seyedeh Zahra Ghoreishi (University of Saskatchewan)
I explore the representations of Iranian women in the works of Iranian diasporic
artist, Shirin Neshat. Discussing how Neshat’s art renders partial accounts of
Iranian women’s lives, I argue that her overemphasis on Iranian women’s
religious challenges perpetuates the stereotypes of these women and inhibits a
more nuanced understanding of their lives.

SHORTENED ABSTRACTS FOR INDIVIDUAL
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Remediating the Sex Wars through Digital Archiving: The Case of the
Lesbian Sex Magazine On Our Backs
Elizabeth Groeneveld (Old Dominion University)
This paper examines how the lesbian pornographic magazine, On Our Backs,
helped shape the 1980s sex wars in ways that contributed to the further
development of sex-positive feminism and queer theory. Contemporary
conversations about digitizing On Our Backs remediate these conversations
about sex, sexuality, and power.

Collective, Crip Futurity in the Financialized Gentrification Crisis: Care
Praxis in Toronto’s Anti-Gentrification Organizing
Mary Jean Hande (University of Toronto)
This presentation looks at disability care organizing in Toronto’s downtown east
end and its orientation towards radical and revolutionary futurity. I ask, How can
we understand the potential within disability care organizing by analyzing the
past? How does this understanding broaden our concept of the future?

The Importance of the Natural Environment for Social Work: Shifting
Anthropocentric Perspectives
Jodi Hanson (University of Saskatchewan)
Using a policy science framework, intersectional feminisms, and deep ecology,
my research investigates the natural environment as a significant consideration
for social work practice. By assessing clients’ relationships with significant
places or animals, and advocating for access to clean water and food security,
social workers can uncover sources of strength or marginalization that reflect
social positioning and affect well-being.

Digging Beneath the Surface: Preliminary Results from a CommunityBased Participatory Action Research on Trans Youth’s Wellbeing
William Hébert (University of Toronto), Annie Pullen Sansfaçon, Sophie
Charron, and Maxime Faddoul
This paper presents the anti-oppressive methodology and preliminary results of a
Community-Based Participatory Action Research (CBPAR) project investigating
trans youth’s wellbeing. Conducted in Quebec since 2016, the first phase of this
research consists of 24 in-depth interviews with trans youth, and explores two
sensitizing theoretical concepts, namely ‘recognition’ and ‘intersectionality’.

SHORTENED ABSTRACTS FOR INDIVIDUAL
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Unpredictable and Indeterminate: The Social Justice Im/Possibility of
Critical Art Practice
Janice Hladki (McMaster University)
In considering how social justice might be generated by critical art practice, this
paper explores the notion of “openings,” as a movement towards, rather than an
achievement of, ethical accountability. I operationalize the potential of these
ideas through an examination of feminist disability photography that interrogates
the ethics of looking.
Comics as Resistance? The Muslimah Superheroine as Ms.Marvel
Safiyya Hosein (Ryerson University)
This paper explores the emerging Muslimah superhero archetype in mainstream
comics as a reconfigured modern third world woman that has been “liberated” to
assert an imperialist project of Western culture as exceptional. The paper will
examine one of the comic world’s most popular superheroes today, the PakistaniAmerican Ms.Marvel.
Challenging collaborations in research projects with racialized groups
Anahi Morales Hudon (University of Ottawa)
This paper proposes a reflexive discussion of collaborations strategies developed
within racialized groups working for social justice. Attending to the facilitating
and constraining forces on social movement collaborations with academia, what
strategies racialized groups bring to the forms of collaborations they develop
with what benefits in mind?
Incipient masculinities: An ethnographic exploration of adolescent
schoolboys’ perceptions of gender relations in Northern Karnataka, India
Anthony Huynh (University of Manitoba)
In Northern Karnataka, South India, less is known about the wider patterns of
masculinity among adolescent boys’ that impede girls’ access to education.
Drawing on Connell’s concept of hegemonic masculinity, this article develops
the notion of incipient masculinity to understand the emerging dynamics of
masculinity among adolescent boys.
Indigenous Men and Masculinities: Towards Reconciliation of Indigenous
Families and Communities
Robert Innes & Kim Anderson (University of Saskatchewan)
This paper will present the findings of the Bidwewidam Indigenous
masculinities project, in which Indigenous peoples across Canada talked about
men, masculinities, and the learning and sharing that shows how Indigenous men
can and are working towards the reconciliation that is needed to contribute to the
strengthening of Indigenous families and communities.

SHORTENED ABSTRACTS FOR INDIVIDUAL
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Paper Affairs: Transnational Queer Affect across the Transpacific
Elliott Jun (Queen’s University)
This paper investigates the exclusion of Chinese women from Canadian
immigration in the early 19th century to examine the subjective agency
employed by Chinese women in resistance to exclusion. I trace the creative labor
of Chinese women in creating queer possibility in queer relationships that stretch
across the transpacific to subvert a normative Canada.
A Critical Discourse Analysis of The Political Communications of Zahra
Rahnavard during the Iranian Green Movement
Maral Karimi (University of Toronto)
This study examines the political communications of Zahra Rahnavard, the only
woman in the leadership of the Iranian Green movement of 2009 protesting the
presidential election results. Habermas’ Theory of Communicative Action
provides the theoretical foundations for this work. The data is drawn from
YouTube videos and analyzed through Critical Discourse Analysis. The
investigation uncovers evidence of systematic communication distortion in the
public discourse of Rahnavard.
Feminist Legal Theory in the Context of Settler-Colonial Gender Violence
Julie Kaye & Emily Snyder (University of Saskatchewan)
We examine the ongoing invisibilization of the settler-colonial imperative of
gendered and racialized oppressions through an analysis of the R v Barton case
that acquitted Barton in the violent death of Cindy Gladue. We consider how
feminist legal interventions simultaneously challenge gender violence while
upholding colonial imperatives.
Trans* Masculinity and the Struggle for Rights in Pakistan
Shahnaz Khan (Université du Québec à Montréal)
Drawing upon interviews with individuals in Pakistan who cannot be contained
by the gender binary, I argue that legacies of colonial laws have been challenged
in ways that suggest a complicated relationship among sexuality, gender and
modernity and demand a complex understanding of the rule of non-normative
sexualities in Muslim societies.
Being Critical: Teaching thinking and thinking about teaching online
Kristine Klement (York University)
How do we open the space and time for learning, when our space and time for
teaching is shrinking? Through a set of Critical thinking skills for the feminist
classroom, I explore the limits and opportunities of teaching critical thinking in
the in-person and online Intro courses within the neoliberal university.

SHORTENED ABSTRACTS FOR INDIVIDUAL
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South Asian ‘Indianess’ and Indigeneity: Rethinking histories and
complicities in the Guyana
Rajanie Preity Kumar (York University)
In this paper, I consider South Asian ‘Indianess’ and Indigeneity, commonly
referred to in Guyana as Amerindians. I reflect on the ways in which individuals
mobilize “Indianness” and more broadly, “Creole Indigeneity” as argued by
Jackson (2012) to claim political power, however continuing neocolonial
structures in relationship to Amerindian people in Guyana.
Heterodox Love and the Girl Maverick: Simone de Beauvoir, Sylvie le Bon
and their Confounding Family Romance
Frances J Latchford (York University)
This paper explores Beauvoir as a queer maverick: it critically investigates and
reconsiders her use of adoption, not simplistically as a legal and expedient means
to “secure a literary heir,” but as a creative resistance to what today are known as
heteronormative and homonormative notions of romantic and familial love.
Hallway of Mirrors: The Racial-Spatial Logics of the Black Feminine Body
in Academia
Stephanie Latty (University of Toronto)
Using three vignettes that chronicle the experiences of Black women navigating
academia, this paper explores the racial-spatial logics of academic space. This
paper reveals the deployment of checkpoints in academia, used to regulate,
surveil and preserve the purity of academic space within the white spatial
imaginary.
Lesbian Representational Evolution in Mainstream Media
Maya Schwartz Läufer (Babes Bolyai University)
This research shows the integration of Lesbians in a western context through
mainstream media( film, TV and web series), exploring Lesbian character
evolution from niche margins and stereotypes into modern mainstream media, by
shattering stigmas while showing the advancement of modern society. Thus, a
change in the perception of Queer as a social phenomenon has occurred.
Producing Gender: Gender and Representation in Canadian Agricultural
Media
Rebecca Lennox (University of Regina)
This paper examines gendered representation in two major Canadian agricultural
newspapers. Our mixed-methods analysis of 3,000 newspaper pages shows the
ongoing emphasis on women’s reproductive and relational roles in agriculture, as
well as egregious under-representation of women as experts and producers. Such
exclusions continue to construct agriculture as a masculine domain.

SHORTENED ABSTRACTS FOR INDIVIDUAL
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Love and Speciesism: Encouraging Cognitive Justice through Intercultural
Practices of Interspecies Communication
Marie Lovrod, MJ Barrett & J Naytowhow (University of Saskatchewan)
This paper draws on feminist love studies to consider how cultivating biophilia
might ground ethical space for knowledge development that opens toward cocreative social, environmental, and cognitive justice. Taking a harm reduction
approach to what Mel Chen terms animacy hierarchies, the paper considers what
it means to take seriously, healthier and more loving connections among humans
and the more-than-human.
Refugee Refusal: Tracing the Impossibility of Queer Asian Feminist
Thought and the Limits of White Queer Time
Lynn Ly (University of Toronto)
This presentation examines the unsettling intimacy between LGBT surveillance
logics, and Canadian and US state usages of refugee affect. It traces a queer
transpacific critique in the 1971 impromptu protest of Indochinese women
activists against white lesbian politics in Vancouver.
The Psychic Salve of Post-truth Idealism
Lori MacIntosh (University of British Columbia)
Current Rightist rhetoric and the move away from liberalism to a populist hybrid
of conservatism and nationalism fuels a nostalgic idealism and a politics of
consolement. This paper will discuss how such a political shift has historically
been consistent with unsettling social safety nets, and placing educational
change in peril.
Financialization, Illegal Economies, and Rebel Cities
Jamie Magnusson (University of Toronto)
My paper maps out how globally consolidated financialized accumulation is
producing a burgeoning ‘illegal’ economy centering exploitation and violence
against poor women. My analysis is grounded in community work over the past
four years, doing harm reduction outreach and participatory action research with
women/transwomen who perform street-level sex work.
Antiracist Feminist Considerations of Domestic Violence in the Resettlement
and Integration of Syrian Government Assisted Refugees
Gada Mahrouse (Laurentian University)
Recent media reports are beginning to report that a significant number of Syrian
refugee women who arrived to Canada in 2016 are starting to report domestic
violence. Using an antiracist feminist lens, this paper seeks to develop a nuanced
and multifaceted framework for understanding and supporting Syrian refugee
women experiencing domestic violence.
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L’action associative des agricultrices urbaines du Nord-Est du Brésil :
dynamiques de pouvoir et alliances stratégiques
Andrea Martinez (Université d’Ottawa)
L'objectif de cette communication est de discuter des enjeux et défis résultant
des alliances stratégiques entre les associations de cultivatrices artisanales
œuvrant dans le secteur de l'agriculture urbaine et les membres influents (parti
travailliste, syndicats, centres de femmes, universitaires) du mouvement de
l'économie sociale et solidaire au Nord-Est du Brésil
Intimate Pedagogy in the online feminist classroom
Skye Maule-O’Brien (York University)
This paper discusses intimacy and with it vulnerability as parts of feminist and
antiracist pedagogical practices online. It asks: how does an online classroom
provide support in facing difficult knowledge and how can the isolation of
participating in online learning be used to provoke personal reflection outside of
institutional settings?
The Ontario Government, “Welfare Mothers,” and the 1970s/Early 1980s
Debate on Work Incentives
Wendy McKeen (York University)
This paper contributes to a critical analysis of the treatment of single mothers on
welfare by examining the political struggle that took place in Ontario in the
1970s/ early 1980s around the issue of work incentives for “welfare mothers”
and, especially, how the Ontario government managed and contained the debate.
Printing out the Internet: AIDS Activism from Online Bulletin Boards to
Print Newsletters
Cait McKinney (University of Toronto)
This article explores AIDS activism’s role in the development of Bulletin Board
Systems (BBS) during the 1980s. I argue that the information cultures of
HIV/AIDS activism were shaped by movement back and forth across online and
print interfaces. This approach looks to the messiness of the technological past in
order to trouble linear histories.
Intuitive Interspecies Communication for Collaboratively Co-Creating
Urban and Regional Space
Jelena Misevski (University of Saskatchewan)
Consulting more-than-human beings has practical potential to challenge
ecologically destructive patterns in urban and regional design. Expanding
definitions of community to include more-than-human stakeholders in
developing spaces and places can generate opportunities for epistemological and
ontological shifts toward reciprocal environmental stewardship, and better
relationships with all beings.
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Animal Agriculture and Settler Law
Kelly Struthers Montford (University of Alberta)
This presentation examines animal agriculture in the context of settler colonial
laws in Canada and the U.S. I argue that animal agriculture, which underpins the
dominant North American food culture, was a pivot wherein animals and land
were transformed into legal property and a distinct method of colonial
territorialization.
Reproductive Violence in Gone Girl and Girl on a Train
Jennifer Musial (New Jersey City University)
Gone Girl and Girl on the Train use violence against pregnant women as the
vehicle to tell a “whodunit” tale of deviant heterosexuality, maternal
ambivalence, and death. In this talk, I critique these representations of violence
against pregnant women as harmfully perpetuating myths about victims and
survivors.

Protecting the children? Or destroying mothering?: Child Protective
Services and Domestic Violence in the U.S.
Shihoko Nakagawa (York University)
This paper explores the nature of mothers’ activism against child welfare
services given post-1990 welfare restructuring in the U.S.; specifically, how
everyday child welfare practice, as a reproductive justice agenda, contributes
toward flourishing not only capitalism, white supremacy, and colonialism but
also patriarchy and harm to mothers/mothering.
Corporeal collisions: Crip affect and radical relationality
Sydney Neuman (York University)
Within queer disability studies, the politicization of care has emerged as central
to discussions of embodied need and relationality. This presentation examines
intersections between affective experiences of care and their discursive
enunciations. It mobilizes pain, messiness, disgust, and dis-ease to tease out a
more generative understanding of affective encounters.
Pleasures, Perils, Precarities: Online Teaching in transforming universities
Bobby Noble (York University)
As a former program administrator, I explore the politics of teaching online
large-lecture introductory GWST courses within the neo-liberal university,
deeply stratified along lines of ‘full-time’ (tenured but not always teaching
introductory courses) and ‘part-time’ (precarious, non-tenured but teaching
usually multiple large-lecture introductory courses) but also as an alternative
pedagogical and feminist modality.
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Hijraism and the Global Gaze
Claire Pamment (College of Williams and Mary)
This paper explores how khwajasara, as active agents of their own rights, offer
embodied resistance that negotiates increasing socio-religious ostracisation, in
performances of a particular Sufi-Islam mode within the shrine, neighborhood
performances, and towards explicit political activism as khwajasara contested
their place in the national 2013 elections.
Reading for Human(ity) in Women and Gender Studies: Citations of Indian
and Slave in Gender Talk
Shaista Patel (University of Toronto)
Drawing upon critical Indigenous and Black feminist scholarship, I will examine
how we can engage with gender as a practice towards “alternative futurity”
(Hong, 2008) in WGS courses in North America where gender and all social
formations make sense through epistemologies of colonialism and slavery.

Not Feeling It
Gary Lee Pelletier (York University)
As feminist teachers, we want to remain relevant and paid. Yet I worry that our
effort to adapt pedagogically within online courses will somehow signal our
allegiance to a corporate academy. This paper wonders: what happens when we
no longer rely on the theatre of classroom - the collaborating/clashing of
identities and the effects of togetherness in particular - to help teach feminist
concepts?
“I don’t want to do it”: Hysteria, Trauma, and Disability Narrative in Sarah
Kane’s Blasted
Meg Peters (University of Ottawa)
The form of Sarah Kane’s play Blasted (1995) positions a “hysterical” break
with theatrical realism that challenges conventional narratives of
disability. Blasted centres Cate’s disability, both formally and conceptually, not
in order to resolve it, but to explore the impact of toxic masculinity in the
reiteration and naturalization of trauma.
On Disposability and Aging Otherwise
Ela Przybylo (Arizona State University)

This proposed paper explores the desexualization of aging adulthood as a
biopolitical form of violence that feminist theorist Ranjana Khanna has identified
as a politics of disposability. I propose to look at how aging adults are made
disposable through being barred or, following the language of biopolitics—
banned—from sex through the process of desexualization, as well as to explore
possible queer relational modes that struggle against the desexualization of
aging.
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Arresting Ashley X: Trans Youth, Puberty Blockers and the Question of
Whether Time is on Your Side
Jake Pyne (McMaster University)
This paper considers temporal arguments at work in body-arresting treatments
for disabled and trans youth. While puberty blocking technology increases the
autonomy of some trans youth, the literatures of queer temporality and critical
disability studies indicate it also augers a widening gap between stopping time
versus being stopped in time.
Feminist Trojans: Strategies of engagement with those who don’t know how
much they need what we have to teach
Sal Renshaw (Nipissing University) & Renee Valiquette (Nipissing University)
One of the most crucial issues bedeviling women’s and gender studies programs
from their inception is the question of ‘audience’. Who and how far do we
reach? Now, more than ever, in a world with rapidly increasing inequality,
catastrophic climate change and Donald Trump, it seems imperative that we
discover new ways to broaden the social justice classroom
What’s in a Structure? Indigenous Feminist Critiques of Settler Colonialism
Maura Roberts (University of Alberta)
Reading Settler Colonial Studies through an Indigenous feminist lens exposes
gaps in the theory. Land, sexuality, gender, and identity are additional areas of
settler colonialisms' structural persistence. Including Indigenous scholarships
provides a fuller account of settler colonialism that does not reproduce harmful
omissions of Indigenous peoples persistence in Canada.
Transnational Mediations of the Bacha Posh
Karen Ruddy (York University/Ryerson University)
This paper analyzes the transnational circulation of Western feminist
representations of the Afghan bacha posh. While representations of these gender
variant children reinforce discourses of gendered Orientalism, they also offer an
opening to explore a range of female masculinities that disrupt heteronormative
and cis-normative discourses of Afghan masculinities and femininities.
Resistance, Consciousness and Social Transformation: Kurdish Women
Political Prisoners in the Turkish Military Prison in Diyarbakır, 1980-1983
Berivan Sarikaya (University of Toronto)
My research looks at Kurdish women’s struggle and resistance, specifically with
incarceration in Diyarbakir Military Prison (DMP). My work offers an
alternative knowledge to both the male-dominated canonical approach and even
the feminist approach to the Kurdish women’s movement, starting not from their
mass participation in armed struggle in the beginning of 1990s but rather with
women’s resistance in DMP in between ‘80-3 which have not been documented.
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“A Swamp of Sincerity and Sentimentality”: Crying Selfies as Femme
Narratives
Andi Schwartz (York University)
In this presentation, I contend that the internet is one of the most vibrant sites of
femme narration and theorization. I will discuss “crying selfies” as one femme
narrative form found online. I will argue that these images illustrate a shift in
femme identities toward embracing softness, emotions, and vulnerability.
Attending to Ghosts: Exploring Temporality in Trans Youths’ Stories of ReNaming
Julia Sinclair-Palm (York University)
Trans youths’ stories about their process of choosing a name reveal how they
negotiate their emerging sense of identity. In this paper, I explore the ghostly
ways birth names remain in the lives of trans youth and how renaming offers
them a way to imagine their future self.

Witnessing: Auto/Biographical Portraiture as Testimony
Gina Snooks (University of Western Ontario)
This paper theorizes auto/biographical portrait-making as a medium to
understand women’s experiences of sexual trauma and the potential healing
power of storytelling. I argue that auto/biographical photography offers a way to
grapple with aspects of personhood that may be rooted in traumatic and/or
difficult experiences.
Feminist Futures and the #revolution: reflections from the social justice
classroom
Kim Snowden (University of British Columbia)
This paper reflects on pedagogical strategies and practices from two recent
feminist social justice classes—one on science fiction, fantasy, and YA Literature
and one on social justice activism in a social media world—and explores the
value of teaching of media, social media, and literature in a post-truth era.
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Troubling Prime Directives from the “Safe Space” Meme: Towards an
Ethics of Discomfort and a Queer Pedagogy of Safer Space Practices
Janice Stewart (University of British Columbia)
This talk seeks to refashion the “safe space” project in such a way as to build on
diverse and often multiply marginalized social actors’ actual participation in
networked institutional spaces and to recognize participants’ agency as producers
of knowledge and practices, rather than to design and deliver ideological
narratives that depoliticize engagement and that discipline desire and behavior.
Thematizing the Relationship Between Individual and Collective Trauma in
the Narratives of Adolescents Born of Wartime Rape in Bosnia
Tatjana Takševa (Saint Mary’s University)
Building on my previous work on Bosnian women rape survivors who mother
children born of rape and the identity construction of the children themselves, in
this presentation I will analyze a few examples from the children's narratives in
order to highlight the impact of individual but also collective forms of trauma on
identity construction in secondary victims of rape, My aim is to foreground the
thematic and conceptual interdependence between the two kinds of trauma
in their influence on the post-traumatic re-construction of self.
Perverse Aliens: Delineating the Genesis of Chinese Canadian (male)
Subjectivity
Michelle Tam (Queen’s University)
The intersections of gender, sexual and race subject-making in the historical
genesis of Chinese Canadian subjectivity will be examined in this presentation. I
offer the term perverse alien to nuance early Chinese Canadian ‘migration’ and a
potential lens into understanding current Chinese Canadian perspectives on
gender and sexuality.
Yes Fats, Yes Femmes: An Analysis of Fat Femme Identity Re/Production in
the Blogosphere
Alli Taylor (University of Western Ontario)
My presentation explores the subjectivities and lived experiences of individuals
who self-identify as queer, fat, and femme. To do so, I turn to personal writings
by queer fat femmes. In my analysis of these writings, I locate common themes
that I contend are important for better understanding queer fat femme embodied
subjectivity.
Against the Law
Chloë Taylor (University of Alberta)
In this presentation I will challenge the pervasive assumption in feminist legal
theory that the law serves a powerful expressive function with respect to
sexuality and that it may serve to rewrite sexual scripts. I then consider the
implications of this argument for sexual assault and pornography law.
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Up For Debate: Remediating “Women’s Issues” for a Neoliberal Nation
Samantha C. Thrift (University of Calgary)
In 1984, Canada hosted the first live televised federal leadership debate on
women’s issues. The women’s issues debate strategy was revived during the
2015 federal election. I examine the remediation of the women’s debate strategy
for our contemporary political context, arguing that these debates act as a
barometer of neoliberal entrenchment.
“Welcome to Fear City”: On neoliberalism and gothic storytelling
S. Trimble (University of Toronto)
This paper analyzes three Cold War-era snapshots of New York City to
illuminate how neoliberal storytelling pivots on the projection of “bad” futures.
Using Rosemary’s Baby to frame gothic NYC as a site of interpretive struggle, I
then consider a 1975 pamphlet circulated by first responders’ unions and ACT
UP’s Halloween 1989 demonstration at Trump Tower.

Rethinking “Progressive” Reform: The Racist Foundations of Canada’s
1969 Decriminalization of Anal Sex
Amy Verhaeghe (York University)
This paper examines the operation of race during the parliamentary debates
about the decriminalization of anal sex (1967-69) and argues that these debates
elucidate the ways in which non-heteronormative sexualities were used to
discursively redeem Canadian whiteness by constructing Black and Muslim
sexualities as deviant, perverse, and external to Canada.
Applying Intersectionality to Understand the Social Dimensions of Climate
Hazards in Rural Canada
Heidi Walker (University of Saskatchewan)
Although communities are often portrayed as uniformly vulnerable or resilient to
climate change, social dynamics and power relations shape differential
experiences of and responses to climate hazards. This paper examines the
applicability of an intersectionality lens for research on the social dimensions of
flooding and wildfire in Saskatchewan’s rural communities.
#TransParenting: Beyond cishet benchmarks, living the intersectionalities of
parenting and family lives
Chamindra Weerawardhana (Queen’s University Belfast)
As a woman of colour and trans-parent who experiences the challenges of
parenting in a cis-hetero-normative (and racially stratified) society, I maintain
that the present-day emphasis on trans people in the media and elsewhere does
not sufficiently cover the issue of Trans reproductive justice or the need to
unlearn cisheteronormative stereotypes of family lives.
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Re-cultivating Inter-generational Resilience for Reconciliation
Lewis Williams (University of Saskatchewan)
Understanding interspecies communication in relation to intergenerational
resilience supports mutual flourishing under pressing needs to revitalize placebased cultural practices that resist neo-colonialist forms of development. A
recent summit on social-ecological innovation began to unpack some of the
implications of learning initiatives between Indigenous peoples and those no
longer indigenous to place.
When Desire Becomes a Burden: Navigating ‘Voluntary Asexuality’ and
Grey-Asexuality in Present Day (A)Sexuality Studies
Kate Woodman (York University)
The emergent discipline of asexuality studies engages many intersections of
oppression and power. While the study of chemical castration, which drastically
reduces or eliminates sexual urges and desire, seems at first to be incompatible
with asexuality, what might it mean for asexuality studies, to include the study of
‘voluntarily castrated asexuals’ in its investigations of asexuality?
Conceptualizing Sexual Consent and How to Address Sexual Violence in a
Traumatic Socio-Political Landscape: Consent Education in a Trump Era
Jessica Wright (University of Toronto)
Ontario’s 2015 revised sexuality education curriculum introduced the topic of
consent, responding to an epidemic of sexual violence, where only 3 of 1000
sexual assaults result in a conviction. This presentation addresses tensions
between such progressive policies and rape culture, where dominant
understandings of the concept of consent have heteronormative, colonial,
classed, able-bodied, and saneist underpinnings.

Decolonization and Accountability in India and Canada
Harshita Yalamarty (York University)
My paper will present my reflections on the use of ‘post-colonialism’ to study,
understand and analyse the Indian nation state; and that of ‘settler colonialism’
and ‘decolonization’ for the Canadian state. I also ask - who gets to be ‘South
Asian’ in Canadian imagination and what are the exclusions from ‘Indian’?
Sex Trafficking of Indigenous Women and Girls in Canada: Context,
Nature, and Responses
Meghan Young (Lakehead University Orillia) & Natalya Timoshkina (Lakehead
University Orillia)
This paper will present the results of a systematic literature review on sex
trafficking of Indigenous women and girls in Canada. The review included 15
multi-method and qualitative studies: peer-reviewed articles (n = 5) and research
reports (n = 10). The review addresses questions regarding the context, nature,
and emerging responses to sex trafficking.

